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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Preserve Soil

Fertility.

"Feed the land aud the land will feed
SmitL <& M*climï«*t,
you," is the catch phrase of the adverΜΛΙΝΚ.
"SJ KKU THK PLOW."
,ΟΙ'ΓΗ PARIS.
tisement of an enterprising fertilizer
en
of genera: machinery. sic»m
It catches the eye; it
Μ ,! ,η. tarer
manufacturer.
ή*' machinery ami
Ί··ι» ami ilrlllc ma<k· ami <ν'υη*βικ>ηΊ<·ηοβ on practical agricultural topic*
t
makes au impression on the mind; it
1»
solicite·
t
In
Α·Ι«Ιιχ·ϋ
all
communication*
ma
an·! threshing
λ!ίλ, mowing
it contains a truth so
U)Qile>t for till* ilepartment to HKSKY L>. soils the goods,
>'i »" klu.u. presses, «uns. pi».
reIUmmumi), Agricultural Kilttor Oxford Deni self-evident that it forms an axiom. It
:eu·., neatly anU promptly
:r
u...
ocrât, Parts, Me.
is true all over the agricultural world;
water wiping doue to «nier.
-t. .a. an* 1
the land must be fed in some way. No
land under cultivation continues for any
More Leisure on the Farm.
Ι»· PARK,
length of time to produce maximum
crops, however deep its natural soil may
Licensed Auctioneer,
MOKE
IN
KK
ACTION
THAN
IN
1'I.KASI
MAINK.
be or however rich it may appear to be
vil ïll fAKl!1.
IDLENESS
MISDIKKCTKD
LABOR— in available plant food.
Title.
|*«·ΐ'(&ι> \1υΊ
While in conversation with a farmer
EKKUIENT WOKK, KESL'LT OF INTKL>* I AKKKU.
from one of the prairie states of the
I.IOKNT I'LAXNINi;— LOOKING AIIKAD.
Northwest the other day, he made the
at l.aw,
» ao<t Counsellors
u
remark that his soil was so deep and
MAINK.
KALL3.
\l*oKL>
;l
"Tell me how to have more leisure rich that its fertility could never be
«vtlon IH'i'artujcut.
Y
Ralph T. Park*. and you will have solved what I have exhausted, but admitted soon after that
I
found to be the greatest problem of wheat did not grow on his land as it did
life," said a hard working farmer to a formerly. Unconsciously to him, pert;i t κ.
i.
neighbor as he came to make a call and haps, the fertility of his land has begun
talk over matters of mutual interest. to wane and ere long stock feeding will
Surgeon Dentiet,
MAINK.
Doubtless a great many people in all the come as a natural sequence, and will
! Il t*.\ κι s,
walks of life have had a similar thought. help tn renew the available plant food in
warr.inlol.
rk
K
-i
^
Few persons find the world all sun- his soil.
The feeding of crops to animals and
but some are apt to forget what
shine,
loNKs.
nt H !'
there is and remember sadly only the returning the resultant manures to the
storms and clouds.
To most of us life lands on which the crops grew is the
Dentist,
is a pretty constant struggle, but to a simplest, the safest, the most profitable
m unis.
s
healthy, well balanced mind action gives method of feeding land. By this system
i:n a y,
far more pleasure than idleness. The the farmer also gets as near to nature's
to 1·—1 to 4.
Hlfc. .· I'· U!>—
most discontented people I have known method as is possible, and tikes food
from the soil. In the
are those who have little to do except to and sustenance
A M.. M. D.,
.MI' «IHIDBIKY,
! contrive ways for amusing themselves. practice of the skillful stock feeder,
Labor intelligently directed is never a there are three successive steps. NaPnysician & Surgeon,
curse but always a blessing.
Sunshine ture, guided by his hand, winds up the
I
MAINE.
: I'll PAU19,
is a blessing, but like the raiu it falls on spring, taking certain elements to do so,
all alike whether just or unjust.
Hut in the growing plant. The mature plant
iv-l'lcuce, 1·.' 111k'" slrcet.
,,!·
not all are equally prudent aud thought- goes to grow and maintain the animal,
.yiTh,
ful in regard to ways and means for tak- who uses certain other elements of an
ing advantage of the blessings placed opposite nature, then he returns porat
Law,.
Attorney
within reach by Nature. Too much tions of the plant that be cannot use,
ΜΛΙ.ΝΚ
\in;w \Y,
rain may drench our lands and render and, finally, taking the third step, gives
î
i'
si«clt:»y
1»:^ I!
a
them unlit for cultivation, and yet if Iriuself back to nature, to insure another
they had been properly drained the rain growth, and the round is complete.
Λ
ί'ΛΚΚ,
Κ
Κ
Commercial fertilizers have come to
would have been an unalloyed blessing
|
Long continued sunshine may dry some broaden the work of farming; to assist
Attorneys at Law,
of our tields to the injury of crops, but in maintaining soil fertility, and to add
MAINK.
if we had turned that surplus water into t·» the profits of the farm. Their use
Park
Kllery C.
ilerrîck.
a system of irrigation the crops would does not lesson, but, rather, increases,
never have known the need of mort· the necessity to carefully husband and
HAKl.oW,
>liv
moisture. It is misdirected labor that iutellii^ently use the animal manures.
leaves so many persons with little or no Therefore, the best and surest way of
Attorney at Law,
leisure. We all of us have known men doing this, avoiding waste, and by
MAINE.
vHfcLU,
who are always behind in their work. proper application to the soil, getting
They are planting when they ought to the greatest possible results in plant
M 1.1 \til.KY
be tending growing plants, and they are growth from a given amount of manure,
to us all.
hoeing their
ops when they ought to becomes of great importance
be cutting an curing their hay. Their
The first step to be taken is to learn
V:· mbintf» Steain and Hot
potatoes get frozen in the grouud aud to appreciate fully that in every pound
the corn is still unhusked when the snow of auimal waste there are possibilities
Water Heating.
makes
but pleasant. fur growing crop·; and that these ciops,
work anything
MA INK.
lm;,.;»..»
.1
·ι»„
1» .,1
V;WVY,
when grown, possess two distinct values
deliberate and intelligent planning. —the value that the animal takes from
..{i l a WIILKLKR,
People who would have more leisurt them and the elements to rebuild another
.should learn to use their head more and plant which he canrot use. The followat the same time that their hands are ing words, written by Victor Hugo, and
at Law,
: :· vs and Counsellors
A
A man who cannot work aud read years ago, made such an impression
busy.
ΓΙΙ I» \ KIH. Μ Λ INK.
think at the saiue time is hardly a on me that I have always remembered
Alton C. Wheeler.
Manure in
•
v\
"l)o you know."
whole man. 1 once had a carpenter them:
working for me who could never answer the trench behind the cows each morna question or hear a
sTVrt OF ιίλιμε:.
suggestion regard- ing, and thus thoroughly mixing it with
in}» the work without dropping his tools the cow manure, the colder cattle maand
turning round and leaniug up nure helping to counteract the teudency
ΛΙ1 ( ΛΛ1 MINION MRS* COl'KT
against the bench. 1 also knew a wheel- of the horse manure to heat. This
Λ VI» U<· \l> BILLS.
wright with the same habit. I suppose process is further extended by keeping
-·
we have all seen such men.
Sometimes the heaps, which are in a basement, as
pteuiber Tcrui, l!*4.
be
found
ou
the
highways nearly level as possible, thereby avoid"K
OXFORD
may
they
(ΙΙΓΜΙ
I.»N VTHAS BAHTLKTT, Or.
I
with pick anil shovel, or among the ing any tendency of the liquid portions
I'M.
snowbanks in winter. It is uever quite to leak out and leave the solids in conφ 3ι»>
at \;tmny, on state roa· I,.
V.
cold enough to make them keep at work dition to heat.
2'*·
travel on same
The next and last step is the appliwhile there is talking to be done. Such
it Walerfonl, on "taIf
.t
M
3<«
men
have work when good men are cation of these manures to the Roil in
2U0
ni-i un 1-a.uc,
scarce, but not at other times.
They such a way that there shall be no loss
ν
α Pari- Court House, to
.'îm
have more leisure than is profitable for there. The general principles involved
•t -l.iti' Λ--os-on*....
3 3»>
here are. tirst, that the manure shall be
travel on Mme,
».
themselves.
at Κι veliurjc. on -tale
λ·.
M
are drawn from the baru and at once spread
There are housekeepers who
CM
Γ·,.ι·|
4SI
<
tr;t\»·ι on sanie
equally troubled about having time evenly ami finely over the ground. This
3IM
i\ .it Carl.-, on -tate rou<l,
enough for doing their tegular daily may be done in spriug or fall, as is most
It)
2
"ii
natne,
travel
work. There are others who accom- convenient to the individual farmer.
6i»»
·■
.vs at >umner,on -.tat·· ro»«l,
:
thus
3«S
tr:iM·' mi <1111.·,
plish quite as much but are never appar- Then, after having been spread
15Μ
in a hurry. They plan carefully evenly and finely, it should be thorough.> · "ii l...ke
ently
tlta
»-s travel on ;nwe.
Γ
and hare a system and follow it. It is a ly incorporated with the soil. I know
:t «■·
it Xrnlover. on .late roa'l,
than
1 BO
travel on same,
pleasure to meet such people. If they of no better tool for this purpose
it Mexico ami 1>1χϋ<·1<1,
the plough. Other tools may do it, but
can lay aside their work to talk they
ι·ι
3
4aN nwl.
haudled must do it.
may do so but if not convenient to do so the plough, skilfully
2 4<>
I4»travel >·η same
turns a rolling,
they will talk aud work at the satue We use a plough that
: lay-at Kumfor·! Falls, on
KuO
-t it·· r·· 1 au·! Mall ilill roa·!,...
time. When you call on such a person somewhat broken' furrow, always using j
4
IS
en travel M KM,
when turning greensward. In
you do not feel so much like an intruder. a pointer
1
J !.ι\» .it l"!irls Court Mouse.
6i*>
Profitable labor in any line of business this way wo find the mauure all the way !
aiij. *e-s|»n,
of the fur-1
3 .16
iMv«·; on *jiu-e.
requires thought, planning how to do from the top to the bottom
lav·» at l'art* Court House.
v..
must row and the disk and smoothing harrow
farmer
A
successful
when.
aud
600
M M I"II,
be constantly looking ahead, not only- leave it so line and so well mixed with |
33K
ii net ιι· —mi
χ·
ι\- at Pari-Court 11··.-,·.
and tomorrow, but for next the soil that it forms a part it. When
to-day
»!W
ret( -<·--ΐ<·η
month and next year. It is this neces- we do not use the manure spreader, but
3Λ»
t. mil,- travel on same,
from the carts, a heavy
sity for looking ahead that has made spread by hand
ti'l t»
the boys brought up on country farms brush harrow is drawn over the freshly
JoXATII \N BARTLETT.
when engaged in larger spread manure. This tines it up better;
so successful
Γ
Maine. -Sept»·! ber >, i:*.4.
undertakings in the pities aud iu the than auy other tool we ever used.
Most of the manure at The Pines is
world at large.
The land
Seeds planted to-day do not bring a spread on the greensward.
» m ν i v or oxroKi»
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, I>r.
harvest till weeks or mouths ahead, and being ploughed twice in the rotation,
ιm.
iu some rases not till many years have the second ploughing is always slightly
that all the or- !
Mi
t··
'ays on Inspevtlon of l.ake
passed. If you want to have eggs plenty deeper than the tirst,allso
roi·!- ami on A n'tover state roa«l,
and
portions of the
φ IS «ο in late fall and early winter you must ganic matter
.t A.J.
not have
1144
1
;ι "f trave on altove, 14i mile-,
start the heus to sitting early iu the manure which perchance may
.H Mexli'oan·! l'Ixiloll
Ma
If you do not want to stop iu become absorbed by the soil are moved
spriug.
i«
3
«M ηα·Ι,
of the second seed j
1 β»
haying time to get the mowing machine again, and the fitting
I travel un saine, 2» ηIlea
bed
completes the job.—B. Walker I
Ma
t
1 <tay on Rumfonl state rot»·!.
you must look it over beforerepaireil
n'Ί on |>»·ι. -elei tuien ills. Hall
hand and get the needed parts iu ad- McKeen in Tribune Farmer.
3l«»
lltll roit'I.
If you do not want to be cutting
vance.
144
Tu irai ni. Iilmllee
Feeding Cattle in the Fall.
9U»>
t··
wood at the door for the kitchen stove
Jell
•lav-at l'arts,
S
KO
•nlu s travel,
Much has been said and written on
all summer, then see to it that a full
12·*»
Λι..·
i. t" I >lav* at l'arls.
5 "0
year's stock is laid up during the winter the subject of cattle feeding, and the
Travel Τ» mile·.
15UU
"<
t·» ."> ay
at Pari··, rvg. session,.
when a farmer's time is not usually experiment stations have done much to
56»
Ir.iieITu unies,
It was an excellent help us in fixing rations. Each cattle
worth full price.
rule of one of my neighbors to mend his feeder, however claims to be the best.
$ S8Î8
sleds iu summer aud his carts in winter. I am one of those who by reading and
RANDALL L. TAYLOR.
Then they were always in order when studying the subject and by actual feedN
.th ParU», September !», ls*»4.
Λ farmer who has to ing have decided that for the average
most needed.
for his stock should practical farmer it is better to feed in
grain
purchase
»
ι ν η οκ ο \ κ»» κ ι »
keep his credit gi>od enough so that he the fall, writes E. J. Waterstripe in
To KDWARD P. FACNcK. Dr.
are
Farm and Fireside. 1 aim to make a
cau lay iu a quantity wheu the roads
ISM.
i 4 12 <»..ιut «ι·/! nut have to haul it in half-load short aud quick feed every fall, and betMa. :l. I arl-, 1 ilay, 14 ml'es.
500
>l.i j.;. \U>anv. state R., May. £>miles,
lots or go without. There is no better ter returns than from a longer feed.
Μ
.4. Watertonl, state R..'1 ilay, 31
than to pay
have always found
A plan that I
5 4S way to keep credit good
milecash down auii it costs uo more and profitable is to keep the cattle on good
Ma. :.'·. Parts. State Assessors. 1 ilay,
5t*i
2»! miles,
often less than if time is asked for. grass «luring the summer, and as soon
0 20
Mi :· Kr>el>ur>;. state R.. 1 <lay,4<> ms..
inconvenience as roastiug ears can be procured to besi*) One had better be to some
χι
Lieell touriM,l ·ΐ»ν.2ft ms.,_
Doiug gin to feed green corn, feeding the
3 .V> in oriier to start on a cash basis.
June
Paris, >tate R 1 'lay. 7 ms.,
BUS
•ISuuiner, 1 liny. 4*i tulles,
with less at tirst will probably euable whole stalk. Keep the cattle on grass
5 72
•I
l.ake trl|>ami Kl'ey. I'lay. 34 ms.,
on.
later
through the whole feed, as long as
ft s) you to buy far more liberally
!'■.'■· 7, Lake tri», l'pton, 1 ilay, 3ft m»
the corn gets
β 2ι>
Wholesale rates are always below retail there is any grass. When
lunt·
ake trip. Carry. 1 ilay. to ms
■*
a
e
4 «0
•June ■·, Lake trip, Amluver. 1 ilay.20 ins.,
rates and one should get the advantage Uljr, uι Laiv lue cats vit. uuvt
·' .ii,· in. l.ake trip. Anilover state roa·!.
Inwhenever
former
of the
possible.
troughs.
1 ho tri ii about August 1st, and aim
•'uni H, I ake trip, Β. Κ rook te-, 1 «lay,
telligent planning with strict integrity
5 7i
M nil les,
will accomplish much in this direction. to feud uutil about Thanksgiving, which
SOW
June t.', I.ake trip, 1 day,
I ouce kuew a school teacher who said gives me a short quick feed, and general•lune 1.., Mexico itntl ldxtleld, »tate K.,
There ie more prolit
1W that if he were given an example to do ly a good profit.
I dav, J) mile*.
5 24
■ une 14, Kumfor<l, -date Κ
I day,2s* m*
in arithmetic and had a limited time in in feeding while on grass, as much
l{ uni fori to Ox font, 1 iluy, -4
•'une
do It he would take part of cheaper gains can be made. Sometimes
4W which to
lulfett,
4 12 that time in thiuking out the shortest the cattle market may be a little better
•'uly Par!*, adj. 'étalon, 1 «lav, H m»
«0
S
Au»· m. Purin, a'ij se-tM.n, 1 day,
of working it out. This is only au later, but it coets more to gain one hun4 12 way
Auic-1·', l'arl*, adj. se«»lon, 1 «lay, 14 mi.,
of the value of thiuking and dred pounds in winter, and this should
SW> illustration
^l't. tt. l'art». rex seaaloM, I day
The ex3tw planning work and business in order to be taken into consideration.
7, Pari», rvfc imoloo. 1 «lay,
4
là
14
1
me.,
-«•μ» -, Pari», re*. »e*»lon. ilay,
have a reasonable amount of leisure. periment stations are trying different
learns
to
balance
with
corn
most
who
combine
man
to
thoroughly
feeds
*111 48 The
his trade, whatever it may be, will be the ratiou, but the farmer has, at least
EDWARD I'. KAl'NCE.
the one who has the most leisure for he part of the year, nothing but grass.
Paris, September W, l'.<U4.
will know of the best aud quickest The best feed to combine with corn in
The boy who winter is something like clover or cowways of doing thiogs.
M
INK.
Λ
*T.\TE OK
takes a course of training at the agri- pea hay, but for cheapest gains feed
sa.
NT
Y
LOI'
<>K OXFORD,
cultural college or school will always while on grass.
Se|itetii!>er Ji. li*>4.
have an advantage over him who has to
Young cattle make the cheapest gai us,
Pemonslly appeared the a!>ove name·! Jouabest meat and bring the best prices.
Uian Uartett. Kaudall L. Ta,-lor, au«l Kdwanl V. get all his knowledge by experience. the
Faunce.and severally nia'le .>atli that the fore- The man who takes and reads a number We don't want three-year-old cattle, but
subscribed
in
a·
le
an«t
a<them
ounts by
going
of good agricultural papers will always keep growing from a young calf until
aiv iust ami true.
Before me.
have more h-isure than his neighbor who the market time. This plan gives a
CHARLES F WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. .lad. Courthas no thoughts but his own to aid him quick aud good market for the corn
in his work. Most people would hav#» crop, aud the best way to market cattle
Having examine·! an·! audited the above more leisure if they would make a bet- that I know of. Toucan get more out
at-rouoti·. w.· allow the following sums :
Wasted of corn by feeding in the green state, so
ter use of the time they have.
# i'îi β" time can never be recovered.
To Jonathan IS ir'U tt
It is as begin then, and get the most out of it.
88
2S
To Randall L. Taylor
wicked to waste time as to waste wealth. In order to make $100 land pay profitIll M
To Edward 1* Kaiince
Such sinning brings its own just punish- ably we must try to grow the most, and
KLLERY C. PARK. County Attorney.
ment,—poverty, slavery.—Xo surplus then feed it to the best advautage.
CHARLES r. WHITM AN, ClerkS. J. Court
means, no leisure.—A. W. Cheever in Study the work and keep your eyes on
A triu· copv—attest
the daily market. Intelligent feeding is
New England Farmer.
CHARLES V. WHITM AS, Clerk S. J. Court.
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CUATTEK l.
1082. wlieu I

Ν

thirty

was

of age and Mistress
Cnveudish just turned
I uf eighteen, she and 1 t0
,i· one Sabbath morning lu tbt
mouth oi April wore riding to meeting
iu Jamestown. We were all alone tx
wpt for the trooi> of black slaves struggling in the rear, blurrieg the road curiously with their black faces. It sd
don. hapiH'iied that we rode in sua
ν ears

*\lary

others a wonder to the countryside.
Itnt It happened today that Madam
Cavendish had a touch of the
ics that being an aliment to which the
swampy estate of the country
those of advanced years somewhat iable. and had remained at home on her
plantation of Drake Ilill. Catherine,

rheumat-

rendered

upon my own back 1 was even
more mindful of It than others *ere
who had only the sight of it.
I had the sore weight and the i\il as
in my inmost soul. But It was to

^rea^

be borne easily enough by \ ir
that natural resolution of a man which
can make but a featherweight of the
sorest ills If it be but put in the balance
them. 1 was tutor to Mistress
and I had sailed from

rSin-

\farv'Cavendish.

to Virginia under circumstances of disgrace-being, indeed, a

England

'T'knew

exceedingly well what was
my befitting deportment when I set
out that Sabbath morning with Mis
Μ,ιιν Cave,,», and not only
,„h»> tliat Sabbath wornlnfc·. but at

ed in mine.
"lint there will be another spring,
Master Wingfleld," she said somewhat
timidly, and then she added, and 1
knew that she was blushing under her
mask at her own tenderness, "and
sometimes the hopes of the heart come
true."
She rode 011 with her head bent as
one who considers deeply, but 1, knowing lier well, knew that the mood
would soon pass, as it did. Suddenly
she tossed her head and tlung out her
curls to the breeze and swung Merry
Roger's bridle rein and was away at a
(nillop. and 1 after her. measuring the
ground with wide paces 011 my tall

Still I can well under
times.
that my appearance may have
«*>
me. since when
1 would often wonder at tbt
«f -.ν »"» *«*· »*k·'
"
yoaniror tl.au n.y
stranaelv free from any recording lines
of expeden.es which might have been
esteemed bitter by any one who had
not the pride of bearing them.
other
stand
belied
class

XX

When my black eyes, which
at
bold daring in them, looked lotι
me from the glass and my lips sudM
coul
with a gay coutldonee at me
„„l but surmiso that my »bo « tan

In this fashion we soon
left the plodding blacks so far behind
that they became a part of the distance

thoroughbred.

ov,-r

Mary
Then all ut oui*» Mistress
swerved off from the main road and
was riding down the track leading to
the plantation wharf, whence all tht
tobacco was shipped for England anil
ill the merchandise imported for house-

pace behind Mary ravenrfa.n.Hl h,r way no
needing to do so in order to se;· lui. fo
seemed to see her with a superio
sort of vision, compounded paitl> of
memorv and partly of imagination. <
tl,e latter l had. not to boast, though it
„,.,v perch.-, m ν be naught to boast of.
being· simply a kind of higher fo ly a
sofewhat large allowance fiom η
chih'."0«>d. But that was not to be wondered at whether it were to my ciedit

, ,·„de a
dish niai

m'.,·,·

There the way was
use unladen.
very wet. and the mire was splashed
high up ou Mistress Mary's fine tabby
skirt, but she rode on at a rtvkless
pace, and I also, much at a loss to
know what had come to her. yet not
venturing, or rather, perhaps, deigning,
to inquire. And then 1 saw what she
had doubthss seen before, the mast
sf a ship rising stralghtly among the

bold

olborwta·. Sin.·.· »
(ran. ama-stora of lnn.lv nobh-1 Ian η
w.a.hi.·.· ,.n.l* 'ha"
«Τ »'
whom thouirh not in the dim t line,
»
BHw.nl M-rla
tlie
of lb,- lirai .ouw-Π of the
or

L

trees.

"ri-aï

When I saw the mast I knew that

:he ship belonging to Madam Cavendish, which was called the Golden
Dominion of \ irgiuai ha\ n[forn and had upon the bow the likea book which was held to be "otabk.
ness »»f a irilt horn, miming over with
Tlds Imagination for the setting loitl
and adorniug of all common tluiiys and fruit and flowers, had arrived. It was
t>y this ship that Madam Cavendish
Mary Cavendish *nd
«eut the tobacco raised upon the planMerry Roger
I tation of Drake Hill to England.

pn-sUU-nt

But even then I knew not what had
so stirred Mistress Mary that she had
left her sober churchward road upon
the ·»·ttibath day. and judged that It
must he the desire to see the Golden
Horn, fresh from her voyage; nor did 1
dream what she proposed doing.
As we came up to the ship lying Id
her dock we saw sailors oil deck grouped around a cask of that saine wine
which they had taken the freedom tr
broach in order to celebrate their eaft
urrival in port, though it was none ol

··.
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«ΜΚΚ.
The «tubucriber hereby gives notice that h«
has lieen ίuly api>olnled administrator of th«

of
RKSJ λ M IN F. VI RUIN, J R late o' Mexico,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond* ae the law directe. All persons having
demands a*alnst the estate of said deceased a «
desired to preef nt the same for «ettlement, and
all Indehte·I thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
tiEORUK W. BROWN.
Auk. lHth. lift*.
estate

XOTICE.
The HuluM-rlber hereby gives notice that be hai
been duly appointed administrator with the wll
annexe·! of 'he estate of
I'ATTY WENTWoRTH, late of Brownfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
bonde a» thé law direct». AU persona ha vint
demand·* against the estate of sal'l deceased an
desired to present the «me for settlement, *n«
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
meut Immediately.
A RTIll'R MKRRII.L.
Aug. 16th, l«H.

PARKERS
HAIR BALSAM

I

\

and bnutifl·· the haL. I
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In my reading the other day I ran
across an old Latin proverb which translated into English means that "It is
easier for an ass to deny a statement
than for a philosopher to prove it."
This is something that is worth remembering. The man who merely says, "It
isn't so," who goes about denying what
be
some one else has asserted, may not
The man who
an able or a wise man.
is
says something, who does something,
the man after all who is doing the most
he
human
fallibility
good even if with
occasionally makes mistakes. The man
a genfurthei^than
never
who
goes any
eral denial should receive scant attention. Like any proverb the one above
may b* distorted so as to seem
quoted
1
to stand for error but interpreted with a
a
; grain of common sense it teaches
wholesome lesson.—George M. Whitaker.

(Keeping

a

hundred head of poultry

on

tract of land large eqpugh for only
fifty, 1s like trying to crowd a bushel in
It ia suicidal work.
a half peck.

a

successful feeding.

Parkliurst, Me., correspondent is
responsible for the following: "When
A

1 went to the pasture after the cows
Sunday morning the rain was falling iu
torrents. A big piece of a stump fell
from the clouds and scared me out of a
week's growth. I showed it to Capt.
Armstrong and he pronounced it wood
from the Pacific coast."
There is no cow which will not

respond

to kindly treatment on the part of the
to day.
man who deals with her from
Lots of cows are made cross and

day

by harsh

owners or

ugly

treatment on the part of their ι
those who handle them.

Were you ever cheated by the farm
horse, the old cow or the sheep? Not if
you dealt fairly with them, and you
never will be.
A short snout and a long back make
good hog combination. Then feed for
growth and not for fat nntil it ia time to
a

fatten.

compelled

be felt.
I answered not, yet kept at my distance, but at the next miry place she
held in Merry Iloger until I was forced
to come up, and then she spoke again,
and as she spoke a mockbinl was singing somewhere over on the hank of the
river.
"Did you ever hear a sweeter bird'n
song than that, Master Wingfleld?"
said she. and I answered that it was
very sweet, as indeed it was.
"What do you think the bird is mocking, Master Wingfleld?" she said, and
then 1 answered like a fool, for tht
man who meets sweetness with his
own bitterness and keeps it not locked
in his own soul Is a fool.
"I hope not." said I, "but he may be
mocking the hope of the spring and he
may hçjnocking the hope in the heart
of 111:111. The song seems too sweet foi
a mock of any bird which has no
thought beyond tills year's nest."
Mistress Mary's blue eyes, as helpless of comprehension as a flower, look-

d;,i

Γ

'.ν."Λ

and my woman's name of
Maria, uiy whole name being Harry
Maria Wingfleld, through my ancestor
having been a favorite of a great
her honor, were
queen anil so called for
all my inheritance at that date, all the
estates beliMifiiuji to the family having,
become the property of my younger j

happenings

9rot lier John.
Rut when I speak of my possessing
all
m Imagination which could gild
the common things of life I meant not

t

include Mistress Mary Cavendish J
therein, for she needed not such gild- j
i
lng, being one of the most uncommon
ae
things in the earth, as uncommon
to
a great diamond which is rumored
have been seen by travelers in far
India. My imagination when directed
toward her was exercised only with
the comparing and combining of va-j
rious and especial beauties of differ J
to

times and circumstances, whc:i slit
was attired this way or that way, 01
was grave or gay. or sweetly helpless
and clinging or full of daring. When,
riding near her, I did not look at her.
she seemed all of these in one, and I

eut

was conscious of such u gre.it dazzle·
forcing my averted eyes that I seemed to be riding behind a star.
That morning Mistress Mary glowed
and glittered and tlamed in gorgeous
apparel until she seemed to fairly
overreach all the innocent young flow
ery beauties of the spring with one
rich trill of color, like a high note of a
bird above a wide chorus of others.
Mistress Mary that morning wore a
tabby petticoat of a crimson color, an.i

a crimson satin bodice shilling over
her arms and shoulders like the plumage of a bird, and down her back
streamed her curls, shining like gold
under her gauze love 1io;h1.
Mistress Mary wore a mask of blacl;
velvet to screen her face from the sun.
and only her sweet forehead and hei
great blue eyes and the rose leaf tip

of her chin showed.

covered and carrying liis right arm un
if it would grasp sword rather than
cutlass if the need arose.
"fJod he praised! I see that you hav«
brought thu Golden Horn safely tc
port." said Mistress Mary, with a
stately sweetness that covered to me.
who knew her voice and its every note

well, an exultant ring.
"Yes, praised he God. Mistress Caven
disli," answered Captain Tabor, "and
so

with tine winds to swell the sails ami
no

pirates."

"And is my uew scarlet cloak safe?"
cried Mistress Mary, "and my tabby
petticoats, and my bl'.n· brocade hodice,
and ii.y Ki n-kings, and my satin shoe*
and hicc:»:"

I wondered somewhat at the length
>t the i...:. as not only Mistress Mary's
wardrobe. I.ut those of her grandmother and .d-.er and many of the house
I old xupp les had to Ih· purchased with
.'he proceeds of the tobacco, and that
brought but scanty returns owing tc
ίΐιο navigation act. and scrupled not tc
say so. being secure in the uew world,

where disloyalty against kings coukl
tiourish without so much danger of the
daring tongue being silenced at Ty-

burn.

hard task for many
the necessaries oi
life with the profits of their tobacco
crop, since the trade with the Netherlands was prohibited by his most gracious majesty. King Charles IL, foi
It had been a

planters

to

purchase

limited to the English
market, had so exceeded the deman.l
that it brought but a beggarly price pet

the

supply, being

pound.

Captain CaJvin Tabor

years and my learning, and was ai
gentle under my hand as was her Mer
ry Roger under hers, and yet with th«
same sort of gentleness, which is as
the pupil and not as the master decides and lets the pull of the other will

who was a most devoted granddaughter. had remained with her. although
suspected with some hesitation at allowing her young sister to go alone, except for me. the slaves being accounted
no more company than our «hartows.
had
Mistress Catherine C aveudlsl
looked at me after a fashion which 1
was at no loss to understand u hen
had stood aside to allow Mistress Mary
to precede me In passing the door, but
she had no cause for the look nor for
the apprehension which gave rise to it.
Bv reason of bearing always my bur-

:i

·.·*.

and the moon and questions love in
consequence, yet still there was souu
little fear and hesitation in her tone
Mistress Mary was a most docile pupil
seeming to have great respect for rnj

as

ηηννί,.ΙηΛν

·.>··

the red mud.
"Because I fear to splash your fine
tabby petticoat, madam," I answered.
"1 care not for my fli^e petticoat,'
said she in a petulant way. like tlmt ol
a spoiled child who is forbidden sweet*

viewed from the back, as young as
thev and being in that respect as web

M«k worn
ni vo suivit.

'■;·*.»·;

"Why do you ride-so far away
Master Wingfleld?" said she.
1 lifted my hat and bent so low in
my saddle that the feather on it grazed

la^en

a

-·°··.ν.*··

flash of her blue eyee which
mine.

wise, for Mistress Catherine
dish, the elder sister of Mistress Mary,
and Madam Cavendish her grand
mother, usually rode with us-Mad.«m
ludi;h Cavendish, though more thai
seventy. sitting a horse as well as her
granddaughters and looking, when

Let

·\ί·

Tiic road was miry In places, and
then I would fall behind lier fnrthei
still that the water and red mud
splashing from beneath my horse'*
hoofs might not reach her. Then, final
ly. after I had done thus some fen
times, she reined in her Merry Rogei
and looked over her shoulder with a

—
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Ι
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theirs. The sight aroused my anger
but Mary Cavendish did not seem tc
She sal
si*e any occasion for wrath.
her prancing horse, her head up and
her curls streaming like a flag of gold
und there was a blue flash in her eyes
of which I knew the meaning. The
blood of her great ancestor, the sea
king, Thomas Cavendish, who was second only to Sir Francis Drake, wag
astir within lier.
She sat there with the salt sea wind
iu her nostrils and her hair flung upon
it like a pennant of victory and looked
at the ship wet with the ocean surges,
the sails stiff with the rime of salt and
the group of English sailors on the
deck, and those old ancestral instincts
which constitute the memory of the
blood awoke.
Then as suddenly that inood left her
as she sat there, the sailors having risen au£ standing staring with shamefaced respect and covertly wiping, with

the hairy backs of bands, their mouth*
red with wine. But the captain, one
Calvin Tabor, stood before them with
more assurance, as if he had some warrant for allowing eucli license among
He himself seemed not to
his men.
have been drinking. Mistress Mary regarded them, holding in Merry Roger
with her firm little hand, with the calm
grace of a qneeu, although she was bo
young, and nil the wild fire was gone

from her blue eyes.
The sailors had ceased their song and
Ktood with heavy eyes sheepishly averted In their honest red English faces,
but Captain Calvin Tabor sjioke, bow
ing low. yet, as I said before, with as
Bured eyes.
"I have the honor to salute you, mistress." He spoke with a grace some
He was η
what lieyond his culling.
young man. as fair as a Dutchman and
He bore hlmsell
a giaut In stature.
also curiously for one of his calling,

■ΊΠ

Ν

"Why «lu you not ko to cuurcu, Aiaster Wlugfleld ?" slie said lu a sweet,
sharp voice.
"1 go when you go. madam," said I.
—"You have no need to wait for me,"
"I prefer that you should
said she.
not wait for me."
I made no reply, but reined In my
horse, which was somewhat restive,
with his head in α cloud of early Alee.

"Do you not hear me, Master Wing·
field?" said she.
"Why do you not
proceed to church and leave me to
follow when I am ready?"
She had never spoken to me In such
manner before, and she dared not look
at me as she spoke.
"I go when you go, madam," said I

again.

Then suddenly,
of mischief and
lashed out with
my restive horse,
had much ado to
ing. He danced
bushes, and she
Koger sharply to

impulse

with an

halt

half of anger, she
her rldtng whip at
and he sprang, and I
keep him from boltto all the trees and
had to pull Merry
one side, but finally
I got the mastery of him and rode close
to her again.
"Madam," said I, "I forbid you to do
that again," and as I spoke I saw bet
little fingers twitch on her whip, bul
she dared not raise it. She laughed as
a child will who knows she Is at fault
and is scared by Iter consciousness ot
guilt and would conceal it by a brava
do of merriment. Then she said in tli«
sweetest, wheedling tone that I had

heard from lier, and I bad known
her from childhood:
"But, Master Wingfield, 'tis broad
daylight and there are no Indians here
abouts. and If there were, here are all
these English sailors and Captain TaIndeed, 1
bor. Why iK'cd you stay?
shall be quite safe—and hear, that
must be the last stroke of the l>ell."
Hut I was not to be moved by wheedling. I repented again that I should
Then she,
remain where she was.
grown suddenly stern again, withdrew

If she tried It it was, an Id tliu
transparent. Straight to thi
point she went with perfect franknesi
of daring and rebellion as a boy might.
"It requires not much wit, methinks,
.Master Wlngfleld, to see that," said
her.

caw. too

"Lord, how
Then she laughed.
the poor sailor men tolled to lift m.v
gauzes and feathers and ribbons!" said
she. Then her blue eyes looked at mi
through her mask with indescribable
she.

daring and defiance.
"Well, and what will you do?" said
she. "You are a gentleman In spite—
beyou are a geutlemau, you cannot

cannot
tray me to my hurt and you

command me like a child, for I am a
child no longer, and I will not tell you

what those cases contain."
"Vou shall tell me," said I.
"Make uie If you can," said she.
"Tell me what those cases contain."

said I.

Then she collapsed all at once, as
only the citadel of η woman's will can
do through some Inner weakness.
"Guns and powder and shot and partisans," said she. Then she added, like

who would fain readjust herself
upon the heights of her own resolution
by a good excuse for having fallen:
"Fie, why should I not have told you.
Master Wlngfleld? You cannot betray
me. for you are a gentleman, and I am

one

not a child."

Mary and Harry Wingfield
walking up the aisle

not hear and think tfîàt I held her in
slight respect and treated her like a
child, since I presumed to call her to
account for aught she chose to do.
Madam," said I as low as might
be, "do you remember the day?"
"And wherefore should I not?" asked
she, wTlli u toss of her gold locks and
a pout of lier red lips which was child
lehness and willfulness Itself; but thero
went along with it a glance of he* eyes
which puzzled me, for suddenly a
sterner and older spirit of resolve seemed to look out of them into mine.
"Think you I am in mj^dotage. Master
Wingfield, that I remember not the
day?" she said. "And think you that
I am going deaf that I hear not the
church bells?"
"If we miss the service for the unlading of tli»· goods, and it be discovered, it may go amiss with us," said I.
"Are you then afraid. Master Wingfield?" asked she, with a glance of
scorn and a blush of shame at her
own words, for she knew that they

false.
I felt the blood rush to my face, and
I reined back my horse and said 110

were

more.

"I pray you have the goods that you
know of unladen at once. Captain Tabor." said she. and she made a motiou
that would have been a stamp had she

stood.
Calvin Tabor laughed and cast a
glance of merry malice at me and bowed low as he replied:
"The goods shall be unladen within
the hour mistress," said he, "and if
rather
you aud the gentleman would
not tarry to see them for fear of dis-

covery"—

shall remain," said Mistress
Mary. "I pray you order the goods unladen at once, Captain Tabor." Then
the captain laughed again in his daredevil fashion as he turned to the sailors
"We

privately

the day than the tirst.
The captain marched at the head ot
the sailors, and Mistress Mary and I fol
lowed slowly through the narrow ulslt
of green. I rode ahead, and often pulled
my horse to one side, pressing his hotly
hard against the trees that 1 might
holtl back a branch which would have

caught her headgear. All the way wt
When we reached 1-iurel
never spoke.
Creek, Mistress Mary drew the key froui
her pocket, which showed to me thai
the visit had been

planned

should the

ship have arrived. She unlocked tht
door, and the sailors, no longer singing,
for they were well nigh spent by tht
journey under the heavy burdens, de
posited the cases lu the great room
Laurel Creek had belonged to Mistiest
Mary's maternal grandfather, Colonel
Edmond Lane, and had not beeu in-

Tlie old

rurmture

hiiii

sinct

not

habited this many a year,
was a baby In arms.

Mary

sioou

hi

uit

desolate
accustomed places,
with that peculiar désolateness of life-

looking

less things which have been associated
with man. The house at Laurel Creek
was a tine mansion, finer than Drake
Hill, and the hall mude me think of
Great oak chests stood
England.
against the walls, hung with rusting
swords and armor and empty powder
horns. A carved seat was beside the
cold hearth, and in η corner was a tall
spinning wheel, and the curved stair
led in a spiral ascent of mystery to tin·
shadows above.

Harry's

horse resent·

Mary's lash

if from distant heights.
I waited and listened while the sailors unloaded the goods with many a

shout and repeated loud commands
from the captain, and Mistress Mary
kept her eyes turned away from my
face and watched persistently the unlading and hnd seemingly 110 more
thought of me than of one of the
all
swamp trees for "Some time. Then
at once she turned toward me, though
still her eyes evaded mine.

Get the Most
Out of Your Food
You don't a::d cr n't if your stomach
is weak. A weak stomach does not digest all that is ordinarily taken into it.
It gets tired easily, and what it fails to
digest is wasted.
Among the signs of a weak stomach
are uneasiness after eating, fits of nervous heodache, and disagreeable belch-

ing.

"I have taken ΗοοΊ'β Rnreaparilla at
different time.·* for stomach troubles, and a
have
ran down condition of the system, and
been greatly benefited by its use. I would
not be without it in my family. I am troubled especially in summer with weak stomach and nausea av.d find Hood's Sarsaparllla
Invaluable." E. 15. IIickman, W.Chester, Pa.

Hood's

Sarsaparitta

and PiUs

steadily as a cavalier, wlthl Strengthen and tone the stomach and
bowiug
no trembling of the knees when he r»l (he whole digestive system.
as

I

"Why have you had «uns and ammunition brought from Kugiand?" I asked.
But in the shuck of the discovery 1 had
loosened my grasp of her bridle and

she was off, and in a minute we were
In Jamestown and could not disturb
the Sabbath quiet by talk or ride too
fast.

We were a good hour and a half late,
but there was to m.v mind enough of
1
preaching yet for my soul's good, for
thought not much of I'arson Downs
But I dreaded for
nor his sermons.
Mistress Mary that which might come
from her tardiness and her Sabbath
1
if that were discovered.

breaking,
dismounted and assisted Mistress Mary
to the horse block, and off came her
black velvet mask, and she clapped a
pretty hand to her hair and shook her
skirts and wiped off a mud splash.

Then up the aisle she Went, and I after
her, and all the people staring.
I can see that church as well today
as if I were this moment there. Heavily
sweet with honey and almond scent It
was, as well as sweet herbs and musk

face curved in a smile and his eyes
twinkled under their heavy overhang
of tlorid brow, and then he declaimed
in a hoarser and louder shout than
ever to cover the fact of his wandering attention. And young Sir Humliyde, sitting between his moth-

Calvin Tabor, and I

saw

some

gold

Then she
pass from her hand to his.
thanked him and the sailors for their
trouble very prettily iu that, way slit
bad which would bave made every
one as willing to die for her as to carwe all filed
ry heavy weights. Then
out from the house and Mistress Mary
locked the door and bade goodby to
Captain Tabor; then be and bis men
tiie bridle path back to the
took

of humility, but even that I was reudy
to give up for her if necessary.
"Tell me, madam," said I, "what was
In those cases?"
"Have I not told yon?" she eaid, and
I knew that she whitened under her

mask.

·»»·»

·,.«/ιμ

t'liihai·

a year ami a
half younger than I. ami how my own
there
poor father was forgotten. Hut
was no discredit to my mother, who
wan only a weak and gentle woman
and was tasting happiness after dis-

boy. my brother John,

appointment and sorrow In being borne
far out by the tide of it that she
lost sight. as it were, of lier old shores.
My mind was never against my

so

mother for lier lack of love for me.
But it is not hard to be lenient toward
a lack of love toward oneself, especially remembering, as I do, myself and
my tine ruddy faced. loud voiced stepfather and my brother John.
A woman, by re .sun < t lier great ten·
dertiess of heart, which makes her .suffer overmuch for ι lio.-'e she loves, has
not the strength to bear the pa in of
loving more than one or two so entirely, and my mother's whole heart was
fixed with an anxious strain of loving
care upon my stepfather and my broth-

J

Hârry Wingfield'· mother
te

r->.U9 r\ i à

sister. Cicely,
when he saw
with frequent
from time to
time, and I saw him and knew that lie
knew about Mistress Mary's fu.-below

boxes.

CHAPTER II.
KNOW not liow It may be

with other men, hut of our
liraiu-li of knowledge, which
pertains directly to the liutuun heart, and, when it lie what its
name indicates, to lis eternal life. I
gained no insight whatever from my
hooks and my lessons, nor from my
observance of its workings in those
ηrotiml me. and that was the passion
of love. Of that I truly could learn

m of oah
keep the old
standing through

Timbers of oak

homestead
the years. It pays to
right stuff.
14

Men of oak

"

use

are men

the

in

whose
rugged health,
soundthe
bodies are made of
is the time to

lay

the foundation for a sturdy constitution that will last for years.

Scott's Emulsion is the right
stuff.
Scott's Emulsion stimulates
the growing powers of children,
helps them build a firm

foundation for
tution.

a

sturdy consti-

"There la more than woman's finery
Send for free «ample.
In those cases, which weigh like lead,"
& BOWNE. Chemists,
SCOTT
said I. "What do tbey contain?"
New York.
Mistress Mary had, after all, little of 40Θ-415 Pearl Street,
50c and 91.00s all druwfata·
tbe feminine power of subterfuge In

k

Ί
sometimes when I entered a room
where she s:it at lier embroidery work.
I used to slink away as soon as possible when my mother turned lier startled blue eyt's upon me in such wise,
that she might regain her peace, and
sometimes I usod to send my brother
John to her on some errand, if I could

manage it. knowing that he could soon
drive me from her mind. One learus
early such iiule tricks with women.
They are such tender things, and it
stirs one's heart to impatience to s»-e
However, 1 will n it
them troubled.
deny that I may have Imhmi at tluies
disturbed with some bitterness a:id
jealousy at the si>:ht of my brother
and my stepfather having that which
I naturally craved, for the he;.it <.f a
little lad is a hungry tiling for love,
and has patios of nature which will not
lie stilled, though they are to In· borne
like a'l else of oyiu ou earth.

[TO

BE

COSTIMJID.]

fruitful .VoriuumJ}.
traveler iu France writes: "Normandy Is sweet, clean, green and prosIts Iris crowned thatches are
perous.
the most beautiful. Its posy gardens
the most sedulously nurtured and Its
farmyards the most enchanting In all
Its cows are sleek and good
France.
milkers, Its horses world famous and
Its blond women—even those seasoned
field labor always sphlnxllke and
A

men

again
est materials.
ship, and she and I proceeded churchward on the highway.
Childhood
When we wert once alone together
I spurred my horse up to hers and
caught her bridle aud rode alongside
and spoke to her as if all the past
to
were nnugbt. and I with tbe right
which I had beeii born. It bad comc
to that pass with me in those days
that all tbe pride I bad left was that

*!"«*

phrey
er, Lady Betty, and his
turned as pale as death
her enter, and kept so,
covert glances at her

father and like a lover, like a friend
and a brother, like a slave and like a
master, and it had Ικ>«>η thus with m<·

When tue eases were an uepositeo
in the great room Mistress Mary held
a short conference apart with Captain

»

true man ami gallant soldier,
ami my old nurse used to talk to uie
;f In m, and I used to go by uiys#lf to
think of him, and my eyes would net
ntl when I was hut a little boy with
reflecting upon my mother with her
new husband and lier beautiful little

I have seen her sit hours by a
er.
window as pale as a statue while myl
handkerwhich the ladies h.:.i <ut their
stepfather was away, for those were
chiefs, for it was like a bower with troublous times lu England and lie lu I
Great pink boughs aiched the thick of it. When I was a lad of
(lowers.
overhead, and the altar was as white nix or thereabouts they were bringing |
as snow with blossoms.
I'p (lie uisie the kin;: buck to his own, and some of
she Hashed, and none but Mary Cuvcu
the loyal ones were in danger of losing
dish could have made that little jour- ihcir heads along his proposed line of
in
ney under the eyes of the governor
march. And I have known her to hang
his pew and the governor's lady and whole nights over my brother's bed if
all the burgesses and the churchward- lie had but a tickling in Uie throat,
en half starting up as if to#.\crcise his and what could one poor woman do
authority and the parson swelling with more J
a vast expanse of sable rubes over the
My brother John looked like my mothbook, with no aba shed ness and yet no er, being, in fact, almost feminine in his
boldness nor unmaidenly forwardness. appearame, though not in his charThere was an innocent gayetv on her acter. He hud the saine fair face, perface like a child's and an entire confi- haps more clearly ami less softly cut.
dence in good will and loving charity and Uie same long, silky wave of fair
for lier tardiness which disarmed all. hair, but the expression of his eyes
She looked out from that gauze love was different, and in character he was
hood of hers as she came up the aisle, different. As for me, I was like my
and the governor, who had a narsn
poor father, so like that, as 1 jjrew
face enough ordinarily, beamed mildly
older, 1 seemed his very double, as lay
a
indulgent. Ills lady eyed her with
Perhaps
old nurse used to tell me.
sort of pleasant and reminiscent wonthat may have accounted for the quick"
der, though she was a haughty dame.
glance, which seemed almost of fear,
The churchwarden settled back, and
which my mother used to give me
red
his
Downs,
great,
as for 1'arson

naught except by turning my reflections toward my own heart.
I had loved Mary Cavendish like a

and shouted out the order, and straightway the sailors so swarmed hither and
thither upon the deck that they seemed live times as many as before, and
then we heard the hatches flung back
with claps like guns.
We sat there anil waited, and the bell
over In Jamestown rang and the long
notes died away with sweet echoes as

side the motives of his own deeds, ami
I care not to dwell unduly, even to my
own consideration, upon those disadvantages of life which may come to a
man without his cognizance and are to
be borne like any fortune of war.
Hut I had 11 mother who had small
affection f< r me, and that was not so
unnatural nor so much to her discredit

""

little from yie, but sat still, watching
a gravity which gave
I began to
me a vague uneasiness.

hatch, then ease them to the deck,
with regnrd to the nipping of tinkers.
I noted, too, an order Riven somewhat
by Captain Tabor to put out
the pipes an·ι isoieû .timt nut one man
but had stow» 1 his away.
There was a bridle path leading
through the woods to Laurel Creek,
and by that way, to my consternation.
Mistress Mary ordered the sailors it
carry the cases. 'Twas two miles in
land, and I marveled much to hear
her, for even should nearly all Hit·
crew go, the load would be a grievous·
one, it seemed to me. I tut ro my mind
Captain Calvin Tabor behaved as it
the order was one which he expected.
Neither did the sailors grumble, hut
straightway loaded themselves with tin
cases raised upon a species of hurdle.»
which must have been provided for the
purpose and proceeded down the bridk
path, singing to keep up their heart.»
unother song even more at odds with

ed to have been provided by nature
with an urmcr of roughness like a
I'm perhaps I had some
hedgehog.
small excuse for ihls. though, after all,
It is a question in my mind as to what
excuse there may be for any man out-

was a

the unlading with

ed those of others first.
However. Mistress Mary had some
property in her own right, she being
the daughter of a second wife who had
died possessed of a small plantation
called Laurel Creek, which was a mile
distant from Drake Ilill. farther Inland. having no ship dock and employing this. Mistress Mary might have
pent some of her own tobacco crop to
England wherewith to purchase finery
for herself.
Still I wondered, and I wondered
still more when Mistress Mary, albeit
the Lord's day and the penalty for
such labor being even for tliem of
high degree not light, should propose
as she did that the goods be then and
Then I ventured to
there unladen.
address her, riding close to her side,
that the captain and the sailors should

comfiture before an unexpected deepness of tone when essaying a polite response to an inquiry of his elders, as
was ever seen in Knglnnd.
And I remember that I bore myself
with a wary outlook for affronts to
my newly Hedging dignity and concealed all tli.it was stirring In me to
new life, whether of nobility or natural
emotion, as if it were a dire shame,
and whenever I had it in my heart to
be tender was so brusque that I seem-

It may sound, since she. poor thing,
had been force» 1 Into a marriage with
my father when she was long in love
with her cousin. Then, my father having died at sea the year after I was
born, and her cousin, who was a younger son. having come into the estates
through tlit* deaths of both his brothers of smallpox in one week, sin» married her first love in less than six
months, and no discredit to her, for
women are weak when they love, and
she had doubtless been sorely tried.

a

Therefore I wondered, knowing that
many of those article* of women's
attire mentioned by Mistress Mary
were of groat value and brought great
sums in Loudon, and knowing, too.
place, they were of curious shape for
that the maid, though Innocently fond such purposes: in the third place, 'twas
of such things, to which she had, more- all those lusty English sailors could do
over, the natural right of youth and to lift tlicui.
beauty such as liers, width should
"They be the heaviest furbelows that
have.all the silks and jewels of earth, ever maiden wore." I thought as I
and no questioning, for Its adorning, WHICH eu ( Il (.'111 ΓΜΓΐιιιι ai iuv γι^*·λ, υυιιι
was not given to selfish appropriation hauling and pulling, with in any men
for lier own needs, but lather consider- to the ends to get tliein through the

...

:ι

as

ever

have a feeling that here was more
than appeared on (be surface, and my
suspicious grew as I watched the sailors lift those boxes which were supposed to contain Mistress Mary's
finery. In the first place, there were
enough of them to contain the wardrobe of a lady in waiting; In the second

ml·* 1 \v..s ft...Γyi.
f t-.vo,
111:1 lil
nrid sli»· ν.τ ;i lit·
u:i.l 1 lived ιι«·;>ΙιΙ··η· to her in S.î£i.j..»·
shire.
At fcurioea I \\;ts 11s r.ngalni.v :i l.id,
with us helpless 11 sprawl of legs and
arms mid ns staring 11 ml ehauiefac λ1
a surprise at my suddenly realized
height of growth when jostled by a
girl or a younger lad. and utter disιι· tr

Ι·

by

It is attractive, sensuousthe
ly speaking, at every season, and

often fair.

Normans, with all their droll fear· for
their pocketbooks, are not bad company in the long run."
Rare Ornithological Curio·.
catalogue of the M usaeum

The

Tradescantlannm.

or

Tradescant's

m··

In England lu the yeer
1050, makes mention of many rare ornithological curloe owned or left ou
deposit in that Institution. Among the
Indozens listed three are especially
"two feathers from the

seum,

published

teresting—viz.
laid
tayle of a phoenix." "Easter eggs
and "the
by a mayle baruyarde fowle"
claw of the bird roc. who. as author·
report, is able to trusse au elephant."
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTION8 OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.
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Service at 7 39 p. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last
Friday before the let Sunday of the month at
3:30 P. M. All not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
unlveraadat Church, Eev. J. H. Little, Paator.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 a. MSunday school at 13 M.
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Miss Alice K. Hammond has gone to
Boatoo to visit for a few weeks.
A unanimous call has been extended
ere.
by the Baptist pariah to Rev. E. O. TayJob Printing —New type, fast presses, steam lor of Littleton, Vt., who has recently
I lower, experience·! workmen anil low prices preached here two Sundays.
combine to make this ilepartment of our busiThe remaining members of the Case
née» complete ami popular.
family left for their home in New York
on Tuesday, and The Old Red House is
closed for the season.
Coming Events.
Frank P. Green and wife of Maiden,
Κ
Lewtston.
27-30.—Maine
State
air,
Sept.
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Mary A. Green
<>Ct. t.— >xfor>l Pomona l> range, Bolster'» Mill·
< K-t. «, 5, tf.—Pair at KlvershtePark, Bethel.
at Orchard Croft.
» "i t. 4. \ «.—West Oxford fair, Frveburg.
Mrs. A. B. Green of Revere, Mass., is
< 'xfoni North fair, Antfover.
< H t. 5,
the guest of her sister, M. M. Houghton,
M. D.
Universalist
Next Sunday in the
For President:
church there will be in addition to the
—

Theodore Roosevelt,

regular morning service, a communion
service in the evening at 7$0. A praise
service and short address^will precede

Parte.

Btfhtl.

Rev. Dr. BoIIm, formerly for many
▲ heavy froet Thursday night of lut
week, in aome sections freezing the yean pastor of the Congre·· Square
Uni veraallst church, preached In Bethel
apple· quite badly.
School began last week with Miss last Sabbath morning. Dr. Bollea haa
Olive Swett of Sooth Paris teacher in always been noted foi' hie earnestness
the grammar room and Miss Ethel M. and always interests and instructs his
Howe of this place in charge of the audience.
Rev. Frank Potter is still absent being
primary school.
Miss Lola A. Lane begins teaching with his father who is critically ill.
The Bowler St. Louis party started
this week in the Elm Hill district.
A. K. Shurtleff has been having a Monday in two divisions to meet at North
Stratford, Ν. H., one division going via
week vacation.
Mrs. Mary G. Bradbury accompanied Mountain Division of the Maine Central,
by her daughter Lura, made a business and the other all the dietance via the G.
trip to Lewiston and Portland a few T. R.
The heavy frosts have done much
days ago.
About a dozen people in this vicinity damage, but the greater part of the corn
have been quite ill with indications of had been packed and all was finished
poisoning· it is supposed that it was Saturday. the
college boys returned to
Tuesday,
the result of eating canned meat at one
of the dining booths on the Oxford their work. Maine University has ChesCounty fairgrounds. Mrs. D. H. Fifield ter Bean, Gotthard Carlson, and Alton
was quite
seriously sick for several Richardson. Gilbert Tuell, La Forest
Harvey, and Frank Weed returned to
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cummings of Bos- Bowdoin, and Harry Purington entered
ton have been visiting at D. H. Fifield's. Bowdoin. class '08.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs.
Twenty-three new books, mostly
fiction, have recently been added to the Chandler Tuesday afternoon and reports
of the convention were given.
Public Library.
Miss Lillian Stearns has returned from
Miss Irish of Buckfield is with her
Boston and invites the ladies to come in
sister, Mrs. Herman Wardwell.
A. C. Perham has purchased the or- and see her new millinery and new stock
chard and pasture formerly belonging oi fall goods.
Miss Nellie Preble is stopping at Dr.
to Mrs. C. C. Dearborn.
Odd Fellows Block is being improved Sturdivant's for a few months.
Mrs. Martha B. Chapman is ill at her
by an outside coat of paint. Tom Flavin
has charge of the work. He has just home, which will briiig regret to many
finished painting the residence of Henry who appreciate her efficient service durM. Tuell.
ing her long term of office as county
There proved to be a fine crop of cran- president of the W. C. T. U.
Mrs. Seth Walker is
visiting her
berries on the bog belonging to Caleb
as he estimates a harvest of 250 daughter, Mrs. Clinton Metcalf, in Parm-

Bockfleld.
Mrs. Tharxa Crockett
ι (neat of Un. Tilton.
C. R. Whitten of
rlaited bis mother.

( kmcltukm of Standard Oil
was

August»

baa

Rev. Mr. Athearn is away

Son.

Eighty-six

lay for the
shiverers.

a

recent

recently

on a vaca-

tickets were aold WednesCanton
fair—eighty-six

Thursday morning the mercury stood
31—one degree colder than we have
found it tbia fall—and the effect of that
one degree was very perceptible.
David takes the lead. David owns a
team.
We are all auxious to give away
fall fruit, but David will deliver it, or if
they will come to his place, he will help
at

gather the fruit,

and give them a quarter, hence ours has to rot.
1 saw Conant, the barber, and Paine

Shaw start out with their guns Thursday. Have beard no reports, guns or
otherwise.
C. H. Lucas, formerly of Hartford,
now of Waltham, Mass., was visiting
Wm. Irish recently.
Mrs. N. C. Ford of West Sumner has
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish.
Sept. 12tb, A. T. and Mrs. Cole's arrival from tbe west was a pleasing occurrence, especially for Mr. Cole's partner, Ν. E. Morrill, who has been quite
ill. Mrs. Cole went to Michigan early in
the season to visit her sister. A few
weeks ago her husband started, visiting,
at several points in Canada and the
Some time was spent at Traverse
states.
City, St. Louis and other places. One
in
Illinois he mentioned of 500 incity
habitants, where streets were paved,
electric lights, two saloons and a city

Hbtory.

Id the October McClcbk's, Ida M.

The Pun of Running a Paper.
^Editing a newspaper is a nice thing.
! t we ptibllsb jokes, people say we are

BLUE

STORE8.

i
If wp don't, we are foe·
matter
they
publish original
give them enough selectι irtioles Miss Tarbell has performed the
them
selections,
they
] abor of a lifetime and fixed her position ions. If we give
write. If we
j or all time as an investigator and his- lay we are too lazy to
If
I orian. She has given to fact til the lon't g<> to church we are heathen».
If we rewe do go we are hypocrites.
I Otnance and dramatic power of Action.
to be out
I }he has made the hard details of a gi- main in the office, we ought
in- looking for items. If we go out, then
Will he your experience if you get into one of
ι gantic modern business machine as
If we
to
business.
erestlng an the moving incidents of a we are not attending
If
us.
at
Fall Suits. No matter how exacting you
nfcw
Jur
old
wear
clothes, they laugh
jovel.
we have
In this concluding chapter Miss Tar- we wear good clothe», they say
fin«l a Suit here to meet your every
to do? .lust may be,
!>ell has done more. She arrays and re- a pull. Now, what are we
one will say that
not
some
as
an
with
she
has
the
faots
likely
news
compiled
we requi'emmt.
iuch infinite pains and explains their we stole this from an exchange. So
It's from the Wyoming Derrick.—
did.
the
Standard
is
what
Here
purport.
Oil Company has done and is doing. Dillon (Wy.) Doublejack.
Here is what it has been and what it is
OF CHAMBERLAIN'S
IN PRAISE
to-day. The tremendous ecope, inDIARfluence, power and ability of the great COLIC, CHOLEBA AND
RHŒA REMEDY.
trust; the methods which made it; the
evil effects and daneers attendant upon
"Allow me to give you a few words in
it are shown, and the question squarely
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
praise
about
to
do
are
we
going
put: "What
and Diarrhœa Remedy," says Mr. John
it? For it is our business.1'
Hamlett, of Eagle Pass, Texas. "I sufThe most discouraging feature of the fered one week with bowel trouble and
are makes we sell and
case, as Miss Tarbell finds, is the moral took all kindR of medicine without getmatters
in
business
the
cf
C.
Mr.
people
apathy
ting any relief, when my friend,
as yon like we have an
do not fit you
If
and the general justification of such Johnson, a merchant here, advised me to
has
come to
business"
"It's
one
After taking
practices.
take this remedy.
tailor at your service to make necessary
be a legitimate excuse for hard dealing, dose I felt
relieved and when I

bring* to a oonolaaion ber re"History of the Standard Oil
Company." In tbie series of searching
r&rbell

ι narkable
I

1 attlebralned.
If ^e
ι ills.
ι lay we don't

The Joy of Feeling Fitted.
you'll

Kuppenheimer & Co.,
Thompson Snow & Co.,

Kirschbaum & Co.,
gurantee.

greatly
shy tricks and special privileges. The had taken the third dos» was entirely
Standard OP Company is not unique in cured. I thank you from the bottom of
these practices. It is simply the most
heart for putting this great remedy
like to my

they
experienced
changes free

just

of charge.

Those who have seen our line of
conspicuous type. One would
in the hands of mankind." For sala by
be
commerwho
would
to
be
a
All
it
is
that
the
feel
possible
ShurtletT <Sr Co., South Paris; Jones
cial people and yet a race of gentlemen,
pleased to come are welcome. QuarterDrugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
at
all
For Vice-President:
afternoon
exclude
church
such
men,
by
meeting
Friday
ly
practices
yet
Norway.
3 o'clock in the church if a warm,
the codes, from the rank of gentleman,
and g» t tlip
to
say tlipy cannot he beat. It is a gi.od
Charles W.
Thla will Interest Mother·.
marshal assuming majestic airs, with a just as such practices would exclude
pleasant day: if not comfortable there Fuller,
ΛΙΙ kinds and
or athletic
Mother Gray's Sweet fowlers for Children, cream of the selection.
world
the meeting will be held with Mrs.
then
saucer.
the
a
men
from
as
as
his
breast
on
sporting
big
badge
Of Indiana.
bushels on about f of an acre of ground. Ington.
Cure FeveMshness, Had Stomiich, Summer Kowel
Marble at her home.
P. S.—Mr. Cole later states that in field.
The carpenters are kept busy with the
Troublée, Teething Minor-lorn, inovuund regulate
were so plenty that the ground
cure such evils as she has pointed the Howel- ami Destroy Worms. They never fail.
To
the
around
Sunday School at the Baptist church They
circle,
passing
MEDIUM WEIGHT UNDERWEAR.
right for the »,· t
as handsome as a flower garden. new buildings being erected and repairs swinging
looked
situation Miss Tar- Over30,000testimonials. At all druggists, 25c.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
next Sunday will be at 1 o'clock and
Miss Wright's house on through Canada and many states, the out in the indurtrial
Allen S. Olmcame to pick them, one upon others.
Addreae·
KltKK.
mailed
Many
people
Sample
in prohi- bell argues that our first task should be
month, 50c , 75c., $1.
preaching services at 2 o'clock by Rev.
Broad Street and Mr. Wheeler's house first drunken man he eaw was
sted, f e Roy, Ν. Y.
were at work.
7i*> Morse Blankets.
E. S. Cotton of Norway. Young Peo- day fifty pickers
P. and R. F. R. R., on to secure free and equal transportation
who has been in the on Chapman Street are to be completed tion Maine on the
Geo.
W.
The Joy of Feeling K1tte<t.
Ridlon,
Powder
A
Foot-K««e,
Alleu'·
for
Ask
to privileges. "As for the ethical side,"
ple's meeting Tuesday evening at 7:30. Provinces on business, is in town.
Kea'lv to Wear Clothing.
before winter. Mr. Cbauncey Bryant is bis return, who had to be transferred
rests the fe( t.
The grammar school opened Monday
she save, "there is no cure but in an in- To shake Into your shoes. It
I.father »«oo«ls.
road by helpers.
Julia B. Kimball and two maids remodeling and enlarging his store, and another
Mrs.
Makes walking easy. Cures Corns, Runlons, In·
He· I Tag Sale.
of
BuckMr. Austin
of Paris at the creasing scorn of unfair play—an inNewell
At
by
Leslie
met
feet.
taught
We
morning,
his
and
with
Swollen
Sweating
businees
the
also
will
growing Nails,
enlarge
from Portland arrived last Thursday
lilies' L'nllne·! Boots.
held.
station Thursday. We are always glad creasing sense that a thing won by all druggists ami shoe stores, i5c. Don't accept
t rawfonl Cooking Ranges.
for a stay of a week at "The Pines." A son, who is now doing a prosperous
Address Allen SOUTH
KltKK.
NORWAY.
is
not
substitute.
PAHJS.
the
Sample
of
rules
a
the
any
game
Dressv Overcoats.
to meet Lee, we knew him when
buy, breaking
cousin of Mrs. Hunt's from California is business in meats and groceries, and
Le Roy. Ν. Y.
Greenwood.
Dr Price's Wheat Κ lake Celery food.
word for worth the winning. When the business 8. Olmsted.
are being added to Fred always pleasant, with a good
windows
new
her
guest.
Optical.
And now it is Pearl Whitman who is
man who tights to secure special privevery one.
Kor Sale.
Mrs. Fred J. Wood from Boston is Gordon's house.
the unlucky tnan. Last winter he was
New I.aiups.
We also sa"w Dr. Benjamin Colby of ileges, to crowd his competitor off the
Dana.
Miss
Treatment of Eyes.
so sick for a
West Sumner.
Boston. We knew him, too, as Bennie track by other than fair competitive
long while that no one visiting
Several of our young people had a
Parker's Hair Balsam.
receives the same summary,
thought he would pull through; but he corn roast last Friday evening in the
Pr»late Notices.
Mr. Amasa Heald of Ohio is visiting Colby in Sumner about twenty-five years methods,
his fellows that
A ρ pointaient of Executrix.
did, although not enjoying so good
Mr. John Heald, and family. ago. He was a good boy and studious, disdainful ostracism by
bis
Curtis.
D.
P.
brother,
of
P.ankruutcy Notice.
health as formerly.
Recently he lost pasture
6th. who has worked bis way to a good posi- the doctor or lawyer who is 'unprofesSchool
is having a short
Packard
began
Tuesday,
Sept.
Lula
Miss
Stan· I W ante·!.
The horse got
one of a span of horses.
tion at McLean's Hospital in Boston. sional,1 the athlete who abuses the
vacation and Miss Ruth Tucker spent Miss Kilbreth of Turner is teacher.
his leg over the halter in the stable, then
We are always glad to greet him. He rules, receive, we shall have gone a long
Here and There.
most of last week with Mrs. L. C. Miss Kilbreth boards with Mrs. Heald.
the
a tit
to
death.
cast himself and choked
too never forgets his friends, old or way towards making commerce
is
extensive
M.
Small
G.
having
Bates.
Capt.
Newell Peabody, who lives just over
when going and coming from pursuit for our young men.11
young,
his
house.
made
to
upon
Born Friday afternoon, Sept. 23d,
repairs
Miss Tarbeirs splendid effort will be
"The two-step must go!" Such is the the line in Albany, got up the other
Mr. E. W. Chandler has had a piazza visiting a sister at Andover.
Mrs. Herman Wardwell, a
Mr. and
decision of the dancing masters of morning aud found one of his threeAnother little curly head we knew at of incalculable value in clearly placing
house. Mr.
on one side of his
built
in
is
attendK.
Yates
Dr.
Ο.
assembled. year-old steers and a cow feeding in the daughter.
in
convention
America,
West Sumner, Georgie Johnson, we learn where they belong such modern business
Walter Chandler did the work.
ance.
Boston. methods as have made the Standard Oil
Fashions in dress are dictated largely by field near the house. On going to the
M. Andrews, son of Mr. and has a good position as chemist in
Percy
the manufacturers: but fashions in danc- baru where he left them the night beThese things are the result of Ameri- Company, and many another corporaPond.
Mrs. David Andrews, who was admitted
Bryant's
She so keenly
HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF
ing are not dictated by the dancing fore, he found the steer's mate and anto can institutions, which make it possible tion, rich and great.
County Commissioners Faunce of Ox- to the bar last August, has gone
cow
resources to suc- probes and clearly analyzes that there
small
roasters, ami the two-step will probably other
by their necks
with
for
will
a
law
office
boys
where
he
hanging
open
ford and Bartlett of Stoneham were in Portland,
which prevents the diffidoubt in the mind of the
The
survive just as long as people care to aud strangled to death. They were all
Mr. Andrews ceed. and far may be the day when these need be no
at 98 Exchange Street.
tied with ropes instead of chains, and town Saturday night.
It does one American public whither its commerand confusion of two-damper ranges ;
dance it.
cease to exist.
conditions
21
and
Jose
rooms
Building,
22,
occupies
Sheriff Elliott was in town Sunday.
when the Hoor gave way two of them
to meet tbe boys we have known, cial life is tending under such influences.
Postmaster Bowker received about which are a part of the office of Albert good
Oven with asbestos-lined back and heatExtra
broke and thus naved their lives. There
who have made a success and retained u She has diagnosed the disease and preone of Portland'*)
Woodman,
S.
on
salmon
Auburn
from
Esq.,
thousand
tive
tbr
flues ;
Lewiston Journal thinks
The
Will the Ameriremedies.
the
«as also a horse hitched near by, but
scribed
saving
cup-joint
normal
head
of
proportions.
leading lawyers. Mr. Andrews will
Democrat fails to explain completely the floor on which he stood remained Wednesday for Lake Christopher.
Which makas a better ftr·
Fred Record and mother are visiting can people apply them?
an independent business yet he
conduct
Dock-Ash
is
of
Massachusetts
Hilton
in
overturn
Mrs*
sheriff
Mary
of
the
the problem
nrm.
x
also be associated with Mr. Wood- at Springvale.
will
fuel
and
Arthur
and
saves
of
Mr.
Mrs.
the
Fair
Bessey.
Races.
;
But
the
Canton
The
Admitted.
guest
this
county.
During my four days' ramble recently
Vegetation closed her eyes Friday
L. Cushman and man. He goes well prepared for the
Mr. and Mrs. G.
Journal asks, "Why then did every man in this town, Woodstock and Bethel, I
which save half the trouble
much.
The fair of the Androscoggin Valley
Removable Nickel
He was graduated from Hebron morning. Mercury at 20 was too
who favored "easy' enforcement vote foi called on quite a number of families family, and her mother, Mrs. Martha work.
week
were frozen on the trees, and Agricultural Society at Canton last
of
from
Coland
Apples
in
1897
blacking;
Colby
M. Iutire'.'" That's easy.
Every such and passed by or through as many or- Davis, and aunt, Slyvania Perham, spent Academy
that had previously escaped was was characterized by eome unusually
lege in 1891. He then read law with corn
man voted for Mclntire because on gen
with the Simmering Cover, extra large Aeh P*n, etc.,etc.
and exciting races, and a fair show
chards. the most of which were well Sunday at Mr. Cushman's cottage.
succumb.
to
Together
forced
good
afterof
Philbrook
Waterville,
There was a grand parade and torch- Judge
«π»! urim'inl·».
without reference to in
tilled with apples. The natural fruit
and J. A. Rawson and in other departments. The summaries
Caldwell
Dr.
at
the
one
//
Is no agent In your town we will send a
there
ward
year, 1903-4,
studying
procession Thursday evening.
dividual» as candidat es. he wanted
"
trees, especially, whether beside the light
wives are to leave for St. Louis Sept. 20. of the races are as follows:
Crawford" on 30 days' trial.
in the parade, forty University of Maine law school. Mr.
change from the present and past ad road, in the Held or pasture, were load- There were fifty
2:50 Clans.
received letters from professministration of the sheriff's office. Th< ed with fruit, much of it undoubtedly, bearing torches, led by Bryant's Pond Andrews
LjOVCII.
PRATT
the ors of the law school congratulating
fact that the "easy enforcement" vote to fall and rot on the ground later on. band. After marching through
2 2 2
Suacook Grange, No. 140, has been I.ady Josephine
on
the general excellence of his
3 3 3
what there was of it, was so cast—ant Many of the limbs of the grafted trees principal streets the company formed in bitn
Red Elm Boy
State
Center
at
Lovell
by
( 4 4
front of Dudley's Opera House giving examination taken at Portland last reorganized
v.? believe it was—is to us strong testi
The Hugh De Payne2:34
were propped up, while many others
Larrabee of Auburn.
Time,
1-2, 2 31 M, 2 57 3-4.
for Mclntire and month. His skill in debate and argu- Organizer
rousing cheers
was
mony as to the thoroughness of enforce were split or broken down and their three
1
tl
»— ,1... V.
ΤΙ.»
at Hebron, grange was instituted in 1875, and
back
hie
work
to
dates
ment
2:26 Class.
ment which has prevailed in Oxfon ends lying on the ground.
A. M.
in existence about three years.
3 2 110 1
ed by playing several selections. The and it is safe to predict that Sumner
Sunlight
One of the most interesting families I
County.
has been elected master, 0. C. Nelsonlta
Pottle
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gather-
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Born.

In South Paris, Sept. 29, to the wife of William
E. Kenoey. a eon.
In West Pari·, Sept. ?3, to the wife of Herman
Ward well, a daughter.
In Oxft>-d, Sept. 8, to the wife of Alton Bleb,

daughter.

a

..

■

a »on.

In

Albany, Sept. U, tithe wife
a daughter.

comb,

purchase

are

our

to show you the new

glad
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ready

styles

made

We will

departments.

if you do not

even

part

new

to

care

New stocks in all departments.

now.

Children's Coats.

Does the little

one

need

a new

We

coat?

can

pretty ones, all sizes from six months up.

show you

some

ONE LOT Infant's long coats, of white bedford cord, sateen lined, trim$1.50
med with white braid, capes on shoulders, very pretty,
ONE LOT Velvet Coats, full length, blue sateen lined, large sailor col-

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN.
South Paris.

6 Pleasant St.,

lar-with white siik braid,

For Sale.

a

neat,

$4-50

coat,... ····*

warm

ONE LOT Children's heavy Zibeline Coats in blue and brown, full length,
Weight
An extra good work horse.
over cut), belted
and Mrs. Emma I ucker, both of Oxford.
large capes with braid trimmings, large sleelu, turn
I will sell or
pounds.
In Hat bor, Sept. 18, by Rer. E. F. Donghty, about 1300
$4.98
Mr Maurice Eastman and Miss Rertba Charles, swap him for a light driving horse.
back, size 6 to 14 years, a warm coat,
both of Stow.
Also a galvanized iron Zimmerman
velvet
and
black
collar,
blue,
In Norway. Sept. 18, by Rev. Bates 8. Rldeout,
of
Zibeline,
Coats
Misses'
LOT
be
will
ONE
heavy
Mr. Herbert M. Adams of Stoneham and Miss Fruit Evaporator, nearly Dew,
Mi bel Lillian Frost of Norway,
$4.98
Hold very cheap as I have no use for it.
back with belt,
plaited
In West Bethel, Sept. 10, by S. W. Potter, Esq.,
of
Mr. John B. Murphy apd Miss Lenora walker, Inquire
satin lined, low collar,
BOLSTER.
Ladies'
H.
N.
length,
Coats,
LOT
ONE
three-quarter
both of Bethel.
In Frveburg, Sept. 20. by Rev. Baman N.
belted back,... .$13.50
Kben Lincoln Barker of Boston,
strapped with black, Kersey, covered buttons,
In

st

IiOST.

Mr.

ine,

Mass., and Miss Harriet Gordon Adams of Fryeburg.
In Portland, Sept IS, by Rev. Bowley Green.
Mr Charles H. Nowell of Boston and Miss Lura
G. Chase of South Paris.

Between South Paris and Buckfieid,
gentleman's mackintosh. Finder will
please return same to
M. L. KIMBALL,

Flannelette Wrappers.

a

Norway.

|

Our line for fall is

now

Women who have
the best. Pérfect in

reaily.

they
prices

know that

worn

the

style,

fit

DOMESTIC
NOTICE.
from $1.00 up.
I
and workmanship. All
Whereas, my wife, Cora Thorne, hie without
bed
ami
board,
In South Paris, Sept. 20, Barbara Standish, junt cause or provocation, left my
and white, blues, reds, browns and
black
Mrs. George R. Morton, I therefor* give notice that I shall pay no bills 1 ONE LOT of
and
Flannelette,
Mr.
of
daughter
good
of her contracting after thU date.
uged 1 year, 6 months.
R.
THORNK.
$1.00
all sizes, 32 to 44,
fiounce
CLIFFORD
full
Rosetta
skirt,
Mrs.
braid
trimmed,
In North Buckfield, Sept. 1C,
grays,
Denmark, Sept. 17, 1904.
(Doble) Buck, wife of Mellen Buck, aged 62
Died.

years.

In Bethel. Sept. 3, Warren Alplmnso Bartlett
sged 42 years, 4 months.
In Norway, Sept. 8, Mildred Evelyn, daughter
of Irvin E. Brown, aged 2 months, 15 days.
In South Hiram, Sent 14. Μή. Sarah Martin, 1
aged 78 years, 8 months, 4 days.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM"*♦*·

tnd b**ut;fief the
Promote* a luxuriant growth.
Never Pall» to Roitore Ο ray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases ft hair lalluig.
atc.aoJtl.Uiat Pnigists

Cletneee

M ami Wanted.

C. C. DEARBORN,
NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
Tiie Rumiord Falls Pub- |
In Bankruptcy,
i.isius<; Co., a corporation

of date

out

West Paris.
I
1

plain glass

Notice is hereby given that on the 20th day of
aci>t., A. D. 1U)4, the said Rumford Falls Pub-1
and
llshlngCo was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
that the first meeting of Its creditors will be
held at the Court House, In South Paris, ou the
11th day of Oct, A. l>. 1H04, at 10 o'clock In the
forenoon, at which time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact such other 1
business as may properly comc before said

Paris, Septemlter 2G, 1904.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
in all

High G

in

Styles.

ade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

ones.

colors,

$1.25

STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.

127-129 ΠΑΙΝ

Dressy

OF
EYES.
are to day taking "treat
Hundred· of
ment" from high priced Ociillets when there I»
nothing In the world the matter with their even
defect NOT PROPERLY COR
but an
RECTED. If you have "money to burn" take
the treatment—It won't hurt you—if you haven't,
I like to lit
be ι-ure your paused are RIGHT.
whose present glasses are not RIGHT.
I have relieve'· many nervous troubles by giving
the RIGHT glass, where others have failed.

people

optical

people

Samuel Richard·

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
South Paris, Ualne.
Street,

No. β Pleasant

Easy and Quick!

Soap-Making
with

BANNER LYE

Mats, Mirrors
&

good

ONE LOT of pretty llannel, tucked,

TREATMENT

{foresaid :

South

styles and prices.

5outh Paris, Me.

of Rumford, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of The Rumford Falls Publlshing Co., in the County of Oxford and district

meeting.

Shirt Waists in many

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

\

duly organized.

are

New Lamps.

I want to buy a small house and
stable—would like a few fruit trees—
near South Paris or Norway, but I
New lamps, this season's style, a
not near the railroad nor where it is J
beautiful tint of the national color,
too thickly settled, for about $1000.
blue. They cost no more than the
Cash paid for a satisfactory place.

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can cf Banner l.ye in cola
water, melt 5^ lbs. cf grease, pourth·
Stir and pot
Lye water in t!ie grease.
aside to set
Pull Direction·

on

Every Packafe

Lye is pulverized. The caa
and closed at will, pep·
be
opened
may
at a
mitting the use of a small quantity in
It is just t/.e article needed
time.
Banner

It will clean paint,
every household.
water,
floors, marl le and tile work, soften
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe·
Write for L^uklct "Cjss oj BannA

Lys

'—free.

The Pcnn Chsolcal Works, Philadelphia
Charlie ki-âarJjon Λ Co., Beaton, Maaa

700 HORSE BLANKETS

Overcoats
look at this illus-

Just

of

tration

Schaflner

a

&

Hatt,
Marx

better

overcoat ;

yet

just step in here and
look at the overcoat itYou'll see as
self.
handsome and dressy

garment as was ever
made ; suitable for all

a

eorts

of

business
other
for you to look
at while you are here ;
belt coats, Ryton, rain

Many

styles

No matter which
decide
upon, it's
you
suae to have style and
coats.

May

distinction.
you ?

see

we

H. B. Foster,

Copyright

Norway, Me

1904

Hart Schaffner

by

Marx

DIRECT FROM THE MILLS. _^

stock of winter stable and street blankets is complete.
There are a number of changes for the better in the linings used
of
in my stable blankets this season. I have a large assortment
will
blankets.
the 5-A
please you.
My prices

My

JAMES N. FAVOR,
Λ

F.

A.

BHÏJBTIiEFF

A,

CO.

F.

Α.

β

shown in this

vicinity,

All the latest

styles

at

Bill Folds
Combination

Bags,

Skirt Bags,...

prices

Wrist

to

$1.00

.25
05
25

to

1.50
.50
1.50

Purses,
Card Cases,

Chatelaines,...

Bags,...

to
to

Wallets,

Now is the time to

A.

OHVBTLEFF A CO

F.

A.

nr. b.

HAVING JUST RETURNED FROM
BOSTON, HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

Ready-to-Wear Hats,
Veils and Novelties,

IF. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores, J
I Maine.
F.

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,

buy

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

i

A

Bunijiiv anq gorham,

$ .25

Wallets,...

Peggy Bags,..

LOTS

LOAD

CAR

For Price and Particulars address,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

within the reach of all.
Auto

quantity desired.

In any

HFRTI.EFF A CO.

WE NOW HAVE THE FINEST LINE OF

ever

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

5raSRes°sfstthoerI,ucker

Norway, Maine.

Θ1 Main St.*

··

....

of our store is devoted to

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

Boston, Sept. 21, Mr. Ρ Β. Darr of Washington, I). C and Mrs. Edith L. Hall of Paris.
In New Hampshire, 8ept. 16, Dr. Oiln Stevens

Almost the entire

For Ladies, Misses and Children.

experiencing
right glasses will probably
wonderfully. I can furnish

If, however, you

of Wm. New

Married.

>

—

only

but at

any hour. Your eyes should be as
nature intended them to be—perfect.

17, to the wife of

In South Rumford, Sept.
Thomas Welch, a daughter.

~

—

"by

you see?" Not

eatly light,"

the dawn's

help

..

—

can

Sumner, Sept. 14, to the wife of Mr.
Pergerson, a daughter.
(n Brown field, Sept. 11, to the wife of John trouble,
Randall, a son.
In Rrownlleld, Sept. 18, to the wife of .Tame·
you
Peckham, a daughter.
In Newry, Sept. IS, to the wife of Ρ red Taylor, the
glasses.
In Went

«

>

OPTICAL.

Jonesport, alold, oatitripped all the

Susan Whife of

Mm.

though 76

BHURTLEFF A

CO.

WHICH WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE
YOU SEE AT

MRS. E.

A.IHOWE,
iif MAINE.

SOUTH^PARIS,

...... ι»

ganization

j

>

j

j

J

damage.

1

J
j

I

NOTICK.
States for the
Id the District Court of the United
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
ALPHONSE LACOURSE, In Bankruptcy,

}

of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt )
To the creditors of Alphonse Lacourse In the
aforesaid:
County of Oxford and districton
the 10th dav of i
Notice is hereby given that
1
said
the
Alphonse Larourse
Sept. A. D. 1H04,
that the flret
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and
be held at the
will
creditors
hie
of
mcctlnjr
the 24th
Court House, In South Paris, on
at 10 o'clock
day of September, A. D. 1904,Ume the said
which
at
In the foronoon,
creditors mar attend, prove their claims,
the bankrupt,
examine
a trustee,

appoint
ana

Il la
women.
Has opened the door of succets to hundreds of ambitious young men and
leader Is
the largest commercial college In Maine, and well known everywhere as tne
Haa a large
business education. It la endorsed by leading business men and educators.
The eq :lpmcnt Is conceded
(acuity of specialists md maintains abroad course of study. for
commercial work of any
by business college mi η to be the finest and best adapted In the
the
of
accompanying cut wu
floor
building
the
third
similar school in the state, as
with splendid
made especially for us. If you ere ambitious to get Into m paying position,
all comtounloatlons to
Address
our
for
write
catalogue.

buetiMM as may
meeting.
Paris, September 12, 1M4.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

transact such other
come before said

opportunities for rapid promotion,

properly
South

BLISS BUSINESS GOLLEGB, Lewisite, Maine.

SPECIALTY STORE!

Red Tag Sale Saturday, October 1.

FOR THIS DAY ONLY we offer great bargains on every
article that has a red tag. Following are a few of the bargains.
$5.00
Suits that were $10.50, 13.50, 15.00, 16.50, Red Tag Sale,
$10.00
Red
Sale,.
Tag
Suits that were $20.00 and 18.00,
75c. end 98c
Waists that were $1 00, 1.25, Red Tag Sale,
75c.
Red
Sale,
Tag
Tam,
$1.00
75c.
ι dozen C. W. Corsets, Red Tag Sale,
25c. to $2.001
Hals, Red Tag Sale,
in the Millinery line at half price. Come in and

Everything
OCTOBER
see our Red Tag Bargains, SATURDAY,
Work.
Needle
of
Art
teacher
of
Boston,
Mr*. Page

L.
Telephone 18.4.

1, 1904.

M. LUNT,

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.

Tta Kind You Han Alwaja Butgbt

136 Msln

Bears the

St., Norway

(Z&ifMZ&u

LADIES' UNLINED BOOTS.
We have
and good

a

nice line of Ladies' Unlined Boots,

st )ck for

$2.50.

Ask

to see

them.

good style

Our store is full of all kinds of

Fall and Winter Footwear.
You will need rubbers
can

suit you.

Yours

soon.

truly,

Better get them

now.

We

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.

Til Kiri You H111 Alwan Buck!

F. W

NORWAY, MAINE.

FAUNCE,

Salesman.

y/fV

,

T"

TORTURING PAIN.

A LOW PRICE
OS

—

to

close out

ο

—

Carpets

Wool

andjjclean

M pattern»

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth StsM!

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Thousands of grateful people are telling every (lay how Doan'a Kidney Pills
cured them of distressiug and dangerous

kidney and bladder troubles.
Tet other thousands are suffering every
day from these same ills. Why? They
are either very negligent or very skeptical. Neglect of kidney disorders leads to
dropsy, diabetes, Bright's disease and
other fatal diseases.
Sincere, honest testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague. stock dealer, of Normal,
"For two whole years 1
111., writes:
was doing uothing but buying medicines
to cure my kidI do
nejs.
not think that

'ATENTS

ever

man

any

suffered as I
did and lived.
The pain in my
so
was
back
bad that I
could not sleep
at night. I
could not ride

EXPERIENCE

a. c. spragce.

even
a horse and sometimes waj unable
Tradc Marks
condition was crita car.
in
ride
My
to
Designs
ical when I seut for l>oan"s Kidney i'illa.
Copyrights Ac.
unj Jpicrlptton mmj j
cured me.
A Iifi.ni» ««"iittrii; a
I I used three boxes and they
< ·ιγ (>ί·ι·ιιοη froe wheibvr au
Γ·
un
qnl«n
0 nimunir*- : Now I can go anywhere and do as much
·· |>:tli'''tnbl·».
·« '·· ·'·
I
I'ateuU
Il .iivltHHtki'ii
·.·,·;
,v.
dis■·■■:! "„· ι·.α«·ιι·Λ.
·:
as anybody. I sleep well and feel no
Jk t.v>. rec*hr*
'·
token ibiuM
at all."
k*

-"

Mil

Cimr-je. m

ttie

Scientific flmcrican.

\t

v,.,r:

1 nntcflt

..T.tfil w.vklr.

.·

t.

.....

ν in.

»l. Λ-ί

^ CO>3
SÎUNN
Btauoli

I

361 Broadway,

O.IKo.

Κ

cir-

|3a
by all nvwstlettter*.
T.

:»!.

rn

*.

^jgyy Yûf|(

SU Washington. D. C.

medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Buffalo. Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

Causes
Catarrh of the

Stomach·

For many years it has been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly the
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Reattacks of Indigestion inflames the
mucous membranes lining the stomach and
thus causexposes the nerves of the stomach,
of
ing the glands to secrete mucin instead
This la
the Juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

peated

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
the
Inflammation

mucoua
of
relieves all
membranes lining the stomach, protects the
nerves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles.

Kodol Digests What You Eat
Sweet.

2. Ae
1. A hanging resting place.
much as the baud can hold. 3. Conçoit]
of musical strains differing in pitch and
quality. 4. With weight 5. Wife of a
peer. 0. Object to be accomplished. 7.

To hinder.

Diagonal

Perhaps

Supplies.

ur.

ill be at Elm House,
Tuesday, Aug. 16, aud 3d
of each following month.

Taxidermist,

Licensed

\

Κ
R

Β

1
I

I

I

hours, 10:30
4
Eves Examined free.
A

NASH,

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY

Telephone Connection.

to

Norway
Tueiday
Office

p. m.

SALE.

Elegant George Washington

clock, tine banjo clock, bmss
rons and canopy-top bed.

Address, Box No

any Ιί. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming war.
E.W. PES LEY, West Paris.
J. M. I)AV, Bryant's Pond.
May tfo, LtK>4.

STATE OF HAINE.

"'Ô1^\/)

CLKBK'S OFKICE.

Turner, Me.

1,

Pianos.
I

STATE «F

OF

<Qy° RE^yqit usj||ly
UHAVEnUP0©B4THIS
o

» M's

M

UNCLE

—St. Nicholas.
So. 271.—Met aa; ram.

A small channel.
1. To murmur.
3.
A swift sailing vessel. 4. An oily
substance. 5. To dawdle.
Xo. 272.—Hidden Word Square.
I make the choicest chocolate creams.
They're sweet as love's young dreams.
1 eat them to the very last
And have no toothache when they're past.
Poor Kate cannot indulge like me.
Her every tooth rebels, you see.
And so w»> never have them when
She comes to stay with me nnd Hen.

27.-:.—Rhomboid.
A word in
Across: 1. A li-jwer.
law Kiirnii'viiiv small.
3. l>octrine. 4.
A fruit usually «ιten raw. .Y A kind
Xo.

-.

of vessel having 0110 mast only.
l>o\vu: 1. A letter. 2. A preposition.
3. Allow. 4. A separate particular. 5.
I-inijrulsI'es. ti. To uutulier. 7. An adverb meaning '•also." 8. A word of denial. 0. A letter.
Mo. 27 ».—AuuRraui·.

υί the United States]
This state is such a timid maiden
That nl trifles she will quail.
She can nev.r crush a spider.
Kill a bug or touch a snail.

[Two

275.—Triple Beheadings.
Triply behead a curious tropical plant
and leave concealed. Triply behead to
ko over uk*in and leave to constitue.
Triply behead harmony and leave a
measure of womI.
Triply behead to

wander In search of food and leave epoch. Triply behead tan and leave to
scorch. Triply behead a city of India

bulwark aud leave a portion. Triply
behead a spicy seed and leave at a dis-

a

am

270.—Triangle.
1. A city of Michigan. 2. Wandering.
3. Hackneyed. 4. Decree. 5. A number. ti. A pronoun. 7. A letter.
No.

selling

New and SecondHand Pianos

CHAULES Κ. WHITMAN.
Clerk Supreme .Judicial Court

.HAINE.
CLERK'S OKFlcK

OXlOKl», S8.

^0^^r"HuU,°^

&

and leave a small gulf. Triply behead
to terrify and leave the whole quantity.
Triply l»ehead the edge ami leave a machine for separating the seeds from cothall
ton.
Triply behead a Swiss lake auil
and· leave a feminine name. Triply behead

Supreme Judicial Court,
I
rnrts, September 10, l'.tfU. at tl>e lowest prices ever heard of.
Notice!·> hereby given, that It le the Intention
have une square piano in good condition
of the following uer«'>ns to apply at the October
for which no reasonable otter will be reterm. 1: », of -ait c· urt, to be naturalized a?
citizen* ..f the Unite·! stated: Vernon Λ. Walton fused.
Ν
of
and Thorn.W. >tHtuian
l'art*. .Io*eph
Panneton nf Woudntock, Charles W. MtJIe of
IjOY 8. BTSTER,
Mexico, tint Alfred C'huw, I'lrtc Metevler,
Manufacturers' Agent,
Joaepb I· :~iier, Camille Carrier. Joseph A. liarneau, 1'eterJ. Poltr is and t h irle- A. Kujold.all
of
of Kuiufonl, Krauk Voyeher Vetnuosky
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
IÎUX 144,
Bethel.

RE^TtTsr

tance.

Peeled Pulj> Wood, Spruce, Fir, Iletulock itml Poplar, delivered on cars at

ss.

M.

FOR

WANTED.

OXtOKI»

j
Ξ.» R #2

Mo.

w

J. WALDO

M

2

Supreme Judicial Court.
1'arts, September 17, l!«4
\. Emery, .Justice of the
I..
Hon.
or<lerof
By
Supreme Jmllctal Court, who wtlt preside at the
October term, ISM, of said court tn this county,
notice Is hereby given. that the pereonn sum
moned a* traverse juror* wtII appear on Thurstlav moruln* at ten o'clock Α. M of the drst week
of the court, Instcait of Tues lay. The grand
iuror* will ap|>ear as usual on the drat <tay of

1904
Maine

1905

Register,

COMPLETE

A

—

Business
Directory

Χα. 277.—Word Bnildlng.
1. A preposition; two letters. Add one
letter for each change.
2. The seventeenth part of one-third

of tlfty-ouc.
3. A sound sometimes, but not always. musical.
4. A hard, useful mineral substance'.
5. Just and upright; fair In dealing
with others; truthful.
So. 27M.—^future Pnsale.

1. The wood that Is a tish.
2. The wood that is a brilliant color.
3. The wood that Is a favorite flower.
4. The wood that is a domestic animal.
5. The wood that is a downy substance.

U. The weed that is a uiild fluid.
7. The root that Is a weapon.
8. The berry that is a wild bird.

Key to the Fussier.
or the
No. 200.—rioral Arithmograph: l'olythe term.
48S towns awl so oltle·
The membere of the bar are aleo rot! tied that
authus.
I rsj" MAINE.
jury trial-will iiegtn on Thursday mornln* of
No. 261.—In the Woods: Oak, pine,
the tlntt week after tin* t averse juries have been
\
a
Price
t
the
of
Directory)
Single
City
(
Impaneled and that ca-es assigned for the tiret
spruce, maple, hemlock, cedar, larch,
or secoU'l day will be tu ortler on Thursday.
CHARLES V. WHITMAN.
yew, tlr, asji. dogwood, poplar.
A
Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Xo. 2U2.—Postinau's Puzzle: Lover,
—

—

History

Progressive
—

Pauper, paper.
Pet. poet.
Dunkard. drunkard.
No. 2t»3.—Disguised Vegetables: Artichoke. Par-snip. Car-rot. A-spar-a-

glover.

STATE OF MAINE.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

or the

Γ

KICK,

POSTPAID «a.OO.

I'lie

Optioian.

GRENVILLE M. DONHAM

No. 204.—A Flight of Stairs:
1.

Publleher,
:»βΟ

New Hampshire and Vermont
·& cento each.
Massachusetts Year Book,

93.00.

New

Registers (paper),
enlarged edition,

England Directory, price #7.50.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Discharge.

In the matter of
1
the partnership of BKICK- j
KTT A WIutilN, the IndiIn
which
vidual co partners
J· In
are James A. Brkkett an I
Fred B. Wlgglu, and they |
Individually, Bankrupt*. I

t^KKD

BUSINESS

EDUCATION

people
auccu seruii;
hue

mai

le thousand* of young

th« lack of tt ha* made uiany more,

FAIIiûRBa.

Why belong

to the latter

ο law

when

a

few

study wtll place you In the former? Our
catalogue may aid you In deciding. Write for U.
months'

F. I, SHAW, Pre».

A. W. Walker &. Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO-

Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cements steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

liOST.
Jtft wet·» Welch ville ami l'aris Hill, a
siuali.-JLi^ht brown leather bag containing a few «rticles and a little money.
Finder will be rewarded by returning

same to

Λ

DEMOCRAT OFFICE,

Bankrupt.

OKItKB OF NOTICE THEREON.

District of Maine, se.
On this'7th day of >ept.. A. D. 1904, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 7th day of Oct.. A. D.
Iw4, before said Court at Fortland. In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Dem
ocrât, a newspaper printed In sal·! District, and
that all known ere mors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and ρ lac*'
and sh w cause, If any ther have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
A nd It Is further Ordered bv the Court, that the
L'lerk shall send by mall to all known creditor*
copies of said («tltlon and this order, addressed
lo them at their places of residence aa stated.
Clarkkck H*le Judge
Witness the
if the «aid Court, and the seal thereof, at fortiand. In said District, on the 17th day of Sept., A.
D. 1ST4.
JAMBS E. UEWEY, Clerk.
[L. e.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest -JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

A

Remedy

Biting.
character, whatever

for Nail

By all readers of
method they may use, it is considered a
very bad sign to bite the nails, and even
though we consider character reading
from such signs as ridiculous, our own
common sense tells us that nail biting
denotes a nervous condition that is anything but desirable, especially in a child,
and it is when one is a child that this
habit is generally formed.
It is said to denote a vicious temperament and an ugly temper,—quick, nervous and treacherous; and we are further
advised in all books on character reading
to keep away from persons who bite the
uails.

Death
Caring,

twenty years. Then one evening a smiling, well-dressed stranger entered to the
old tsouple and announced hjmself as
their long-lost child. "Well, you haven't
hurried yourself," grumbled the old
man, "and blame me if now you haven't
forgotten the wood!1' 1 was lunching
with an Englishman in a London restaurant one day. A man entered and
took his seat at a table near by and
glancing around and meeting my friend's
eyes smiled and nodded. "Excuse me a
minute," said my friend; "I must just

speak to my brother; haven't seen him
for over five years." He finished his
soup and leisurely wiped his moustache
before strolling across and shaking
hands. They talked for a while, then
"Never
my friend returned to me.
thought to see him again," observed my
friend. "He was one of the garrison at
that place in Africa,—what's the name
of il?—that the Mahdi attacked. Only
three of them escaped. Always was a
lucky beggar, Jim." "But wouldn't
you like to talk to him some more?" I
suggested; "I can see you any time
about this little business of ours." "Oh,
that's all right," he answered ; "we have
just fixed it up—shall be dining with
him to-morrow."
Violence Never Pays.

has been added
or quinine to give it a very
bitter taste. The writer has in mind
certain parents who smile at a little maid
who bites her nails, thinking it extremely "cute" to see their little daughter
gnaw away her nails whenever she is at
all nervous or fretful. Not only is she
ruining the shape of her nails for life—a
fact she will live to bittïrly regret some
day when other girls display the fine
work of a manicure—but perhaps these
parents do not realize that scientists who
Ifave investigated the matter declare
that nail biting is hereditary, and is indicative of a phase of nervousness that
l>asses from one generation to another.
It is really a very grave habit, much
more so than many believe, and parents
should do everything in their power to
help a child to break it, appealing to a
little girl's pride and giving her the benefit of strong thoughtful suggestion at all
times.
Nail biting should be discouraged at
the start, as after the habit is formed it
will be hard to break it.—New Idea.

Notes.

Skirts will be very full and self-trimmed and many will be short enough to
show the shoes.
Tlio

famrlmnda nf

JonnpaHnn

for

high-crowned hat is the bird of
paradise, and next to these come the
shaded plumes.
The newest styles of neckwear include
the Buster Brown collar, the Byron and
the

abiding hundred thousand, who
tending for what they believe to

Ο
Π' Τ A I
DENTAL
4. TALMUD
5. MUD

7.

No. 205.—Illustrated Puzzles: Newport. Steamer.
Arithmetical Examples:
No. 2tW.
—

IN

A NAME?

is in the name when it
to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. Deof
Witt A Co.
Chicago discovered some
years ago how to make a salve from
Witch Hazel that is a specific for Piles.
For blind, bleeding, itching and protrud-

Everything

comes

cuts, burns, bruises,
and all akin diseases, DeWitt's Salve has
no equal.
This has given rise to numer-

ing Piles,

eczema,

worthless counterfeits.
DeWitt's—the genuine. Sold
Shurtleff ά Co.
ous

Nogge— My

little

girl

i· two years old

and cannot talk yet
Beggs—Dor't be alarmed.

was
a

Ask for
by P. A.

My

wife

three years old before she could say
now—!

word, and

popular as

be their
but who would not lift a hand
:igainst their fellows or break any law

of a revival of the

mousquetaire
Westward the orb of glory takes its way,
Wisconsin is the state, you hear every- sleeve.
For evening gowns the fitted waist
body say,
It's made itself famous by one great pointed in front and draped across the
bust will be the leading mode.
stride;
Green veils in dark-myrtle tones are
Rocky Mountain Tea has made its
gaining favor, as are the ombre effects
name world wide.
shading from a brown into a champagne
Orin Stevens; F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Co.
or from myrtle into a Nile.
Among the novel shapes in the fall
Miss Bookworm—Is your fiance
a and winter
millinery, the high-crowned
well-read young man?
hat will have a prominent place, but It
Gladys—O, rather. He knows all the must be worn by the right woman and
batting averages right back to 1900.
with the right toilette.
Small buttons of crochet, velvet and
cloth are used for trimming sleeves and
A POWER FOR GOOD.
for fastening waists. They
The pills that are potent in their girdles and
the color of the velvet or
action and pleasant in effect are De- must match
cloth.
Witt's Little Early Risers. W. S. Philwhite handkerchiefs are used for
Pure
pot of Albany, Ga., says: "During a
in design.
bilious attack I took one. Small as it full dress and are simple
handkerohiefs for semi-1
was it did me more good than calomel, ; Many dainty
woven in, not
blue mass or any other pill I ever took dress have a bit of color
embroidered.
!
rod at the same time the effect was,
of dress
To conform to the fuller

At Soutli Paris station, Wednts
j
lay, Sept. 15th, a small purte con·
railroad
and
a
sum
of
money
aining
icket for West Pari·. Will the find·
pleasant Little Early Risers are cer-!
the pettiooats
τ please leave at the Democrat Office
tainly an Ideal pill," Sold bj F. A. skirts,
flounces ar· deeper.
md be rewarded.
Shurtleff à Co.

are

ed to come from, and there, on the top
of the chopping block, were Tom and

Jerry in a most awful dispute.
"It ought to be six inches, and you
know it, you horrid thing," said Tom.
"No, sir, it oughtn't to be but five.
That's the style at Newport, and I don't
care what you say!" yelled Jerry.
"They're quarreling about the length
of their tails, I do believe," said Snap"Did you ever hear
per to himself.
anything so stupid? Well, I'll Just fix
the styles for them myself."
Tom was standing with hatchet raised to cut bis tail off at the length he
Jerry's tail
considered fashionable.

FROM

j
IIMADE

A

LBAF

HACK WA III).

one."

Nellie Fuller, Denver—"My face was
full of pimples and black-heads. Hollis-

te re's Rocky Mountain Tea has driven
them away. People hardly know me.
Tea or
I'm looking fine." 35 cents.
tablets. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.

the same len gth now."
We hadn't thought of
"That's mo.
that." they said and went on their way
sorrow fully.—Worcester Post.
Tin;

Ilrpulalre Squid.

Having cau;ht a squid, a landlubber
at sea thus describes him: "The squid
is a small cousin of the octopus. He is
about one foot long from the tip of his
tail to the tip of his tentacles (extended). Normally he Is of a pale tan and
rich sienna, with darker spots, but he
has the power to become if frightene.l
almost colorless in an Instant In extreme fright he discharges a dirty
brown secretion In the manner of his
kind and escapes while the enemy Is
enveloped In the impenetrable smndKe.
arms, with a
The head i.

principally
formidable parrot-like beak

Mary—Sponge

go

to

the

pimples

with warm

blood tonic, would

water. You need
advise you to take Hollister's Rocky
all
Mountain Tea. It drives away
eruptions. 35 cents. Tea or tablets.
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
a

"I wish I Was an angel!" little Johnny
Blair astonished his mother by exclaim-

ing.

One second hand square piano,
for 91 IS, worth $140.

Wondering why holy

thoughts

Of the wild dog of central Africa an

Reason.

\

v
_·

^
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ATTENTION FARMERS!
The Oxford Democrat
AND

FOR ONE

In-

no

I

A,^i:irs„„COLn^ HEAD

Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size 50
cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial Size l'ic. by
mall.
ELY Β BOTHERS, 56 Warren Street. New York

(juy bayard.
Fit for the Show Ring.
Sire, Bayard

Stallion.

For

Wilkes.

style,

has

no

action, size,

To show that he is

a

of

speed

Paris and Oxford
subscribe for a

early maturity.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
I'lne Luin
Outside work, send In your orders
••cr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Matchcd Hard

ft,
Vi'Ht

\v.

and Job Work.

Wood K'.oor Boards for sale.

Light Ooublo

1

Pair of

Call at
ANDREWS HOUSE,
South Paris.

Harnesses.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

your

will post you every week on all
of
important agricultural topics
the «lay, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

and prove

in

with

mem-

every

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

$1.75.

One Year For

V»1nr.

FOR NILE.
Ilay Scales. Also

1 Set of

news

visitor

possible

protits from the farm, and
special matter for every
ber of his family.

Any person sending

< n \\i>Li:it,

SuniOet

supply

household.

Builders' Finish !
Also Window à Door Frames.

for county

welcome

a

of any

admirably

largest

the

securing

family.

CHANDLER,

Planing, Sawing

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvement*
which are an invaluable aid in

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
will

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly

items of interest to himself and

Maine.

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

A

County should

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and ali

wants

IS. W.

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of

Drivers

...

Farmer

Farmer

Weekly Newspaper

C. Quy Buck,
South Paris,

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

sire that pro-

duces Cientlriiieii'N

I

-

Every

Good Local

Has Colts

and

FOR

$1.75

-

Every

and

superior,

no

in the state of Maine.

equal

JVEAR

<xh>©<»o<hxh}o©oo<koooc^^

color, conformation, beauty, GUY
BAYARD

—.

Cι<ι<H>>XM^OMCKMXM5iCίCbCHXK{OO^O8080βCK836Cβ0(C8ι>CSCKίι>(X

Gives Relief at onr«.
Opens anil cleanses the

Trotting

WW YORK CITY.

CTMCCT,

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY
«

Λ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Maine.

South Paris,

Wauled.

A married man of good habits,
capable and trustworthy, to do the
work on my farm in East Oxford,
Salary
Maine, for a year or more.
liberal. Good references required.
Call at the farm, or address me byletter directed to South Paris, Me.,
R. F. D. No. 2.

y

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find

$1.75

for which

below The Oxford
you will please send to the address
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

Send Democrat

X

&

^

to

GEO. 0. ROBINSON.

August 30, 1904.

Ills of

Childhood

The

Llvsr, stomach and bowel complainte, lilood disorders, feverishnervousne*e. und the Irrita·
ting and debilitating coalition*
rebrought on by worms, are quickly
lieved and permanently cured by

Papers may be

sent to different

addresses if desired

dm,

Dr. True's Elixir

of
It la a wonderful tonic and builder
Makes weakly chil0Nband muscle.
For over M
dren stronK and robust.
mothers
/•art used and praised by
everywhere. 3"> cent» at nil druggist*.

QUAKER RANGE

trees.
They would never willingly
damage them. Under large trees, especially old oaks, the great councils
were held aud judgment given, and the
graves of this people were found In
groves, they always being hurled uu-

appropriate the best.

THI CCNTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY

CATARRH

le

Contains

use.

Mupei-Mltlona.
The old Teutonic and Saxon races
li central and northern Kurope, before the introduction and spread of
Christianity, had a great veneration for

in the elder trees the dwarfs. When
ever the festivals of these gods were
celebrated their trees were decorate.!
with lights, wreaths and questen (tassels), and offerings were hung In the
branches, which, however, were plundered again when the festival was
over, the gods being supposed only to

In Use For Over 30 Years.

jurious drug.
It Is quickly Absorbed.

Old Tree

der the roots of a tree. This all was a
result of the superstition that their
gods lived in those trees. In the linden
tree Berchta dwelt, a benign spirit who
took charge of the babies and rocked
their cradles when the nurses fell

The Kind You Hare Always Bough:

Cream Balm
Easy ami pleasant to

Wll<! Dorm of Africa.

Exposure to a sudden climatic change they can't stand them on end.
produces cold in the head and catarrh is
ipt to follow. Provided with Ely's
GlTe Him a Chance.
Dream Balm you are armed against Nasal
The Elderly Lady—They say his wife
Catarrh. Price 50 cents at Druggists or
The Younger—Well, that
Sly Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New bas money.
fault.
his
Isn't
Balm
cnree
They've only been mnrThe
it.
will
mail
Fork,
fithout pain, does not irritate or cause ried a short time.
ι meeting.
It spreads itself over an Irri\ ated and angry surface, relieving imThe man who is afraid his employer
ι nediately the
painful inflammation, Π11 not glre him credit usually doesn't
style
fuller and the < lecnses and oures. Cream Balm quick|«t much.—Atchison Glob·.
1 oures the oold.

ζ.

j

tlnlnr

CATARRH
Ely's

ALWAYS

nice I

a

FOR

CURE

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Wheeler,

THE
CLEAN «INU
AND IIEALI1VU

Eastern Sieamsfiip Company.
Portland Division.

REDUCED RATES.
$100.
Portland to Boston,
91.OO
erooiUB,
Sta
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Koston,
....

daily except Sunday, at 7 p.
Freight rates always as

The
were filling his young mind, she waited
other lines.
Little Son—Father, is there a reason
For the reason. "Then I could fly up
I suppose
Father—Yes.
for
all
J. F.
things?
all
the
see
and
fence
than
the
higher
bo. Little Son—Well. then, father, why
ball games."
Father^Because
do hens lay eggs?

j

allays

BIUKKÛ BLOCK,

l'nrl».

a

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tin;
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

in the cen-

ter. while his eyes are located just
back of (lie arm cluster. The tail is of
the shape of a spearhead, with rounded barbs. I did not examine him very
closely because of his snakelike tentacles. and. further, because his beak,
most
rasping on the spear iron, was
overunpleasant. We dropped him
board, and I was glnd to see him go."

church in the
It's
means.
the thunder
bound to break down before we get asleep; in the oak, Donar,
god; in the willow* nil sorts of splr&s.
there.
we

He—By all

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand
Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
Feverishness. It cures Diarrhœa and Wind
and

one,

W. J.

but

almoHt|

Poole piano,

One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 903.

I

just-as-good" are

What is CASTORIA

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

The balance was discovered
native.
at his house.

Trotter—"I suppose you heard I married a western girl while I was away. I
understand you married, too."
Peckham—"No, thank heaven, only

Sprlof System
Tonic.

a

Caetoria is

cafe

"

Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment

I have a nice oak case
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almoet new, for $33.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
«tops, in nice condition, for 94·).

fore which even the tiger is said to retreat. They have a wonderful power
of scent, wonderful boldness, endurloose,
ance and pertinacity, and their
far more
easy gallop covers the ground
Nell—Mad at him? Why, he wrote a
quickly than it appears to do. They
lovely poem to her.
hunt in considerable packs, alBelle—Yes, but she never read it. usually
1
have sometimes met them in
though
the
When fhe saw the title of it she tore
fours. 1 have never heard
and
threes
You
whole thing up in a fit of anger.
attacking man.
see, he called it "Lines on Ethel's Face." of wild dogs actually
but they often behave as if on the
THE STOMACH IS THE MAN.
travelpoint of doing so. and unarmed
A weak stomach weakens the man, ers have been literally treed by them
because it cannot transform the food he before now."
Health and
eats into nourishment.
strength cannot be restored to any sick
A Monkey Detectlvc.
man or weak woman without first reΛ monkt*y Lu-ouglit a criminal tu jusstoring health and strength to the stomA
some time ago.
ach. A weak stomach cannot digest tice at Singapore
bear and a
enough food to feed the tissues and re- native with a little boy, a
vive the tired and run down limbs and monkey traveled lately through severorgans of the body. Kodol Dyspepsia ul villages In the Straits Settlements
Cure digests what you eat, cleanses and and made a good sum of money by his
strengthens the glands and membranes animals' tricks. Cue day he was found
of the stomach, and cures indigestion,
with his throat cut, the boy and the
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles. bear
lying murdered close by, while
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
the monkey had escaped up a tree.
were
Guest—I can hardly find this beefsteak The bodies, with the monkey,
when
station
the
to
taken
on my plate.
police
being
Landlord (calling on a waiter)—Jean, the monkey suddenly rushed at u man
a
smaller
plate.
bring
in the crowd, seized Ills leg and would
not let go. Tile man seemed so alarmed and anxious to get away that the
Important to Mother».
became suspicious and searched
of CASTORIA,
bottle
police
erery
carefully
■HBtae
him, with the result of finding part of
• «ft and nn remedy for Infante and children,
the money Itelonglng to the murdered
Mi see that fc

She—Shall

Cleanser and

All Counterfeits, Imitations and

organ at Rum-1

Four bottles of this wonderful remedy
cured me entirely of the cough, strengthened my lungs and restored me to my
normal weight, health and strength."
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

auto, dear?

The True *'L. P." I·

One walnut

One of the most remarkable cases of a

Yeara.
The Kind Yoa Bare Aiwaya BoagH

fiPLsonal
/'CC'CcAMt
Allow no one todecetve you in this.

fit."

new, for 9900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9950, worth $301).

cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
writes: "The wild dog is compneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E. explorer
He is au ugly looking
Fenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely mon enough.
coarse hair,
cured by the use of One Minute Cough beast, with a pied body,
ears.
Cure. She says: "The coughing and short bead and large, upright
straining so weakened me that I ran These wild dogs play fearful havoc
down in weight from 148 to 92 pounds. witli game, occasionally clearing out
( tried a number of remedies to no avail whole districts precisely ill the same
until I used One Minute Cough Cure.
bemanner as the red dliole of India,

30

—

—James H. Burbank. Clerk and Treasurer.
CkesterviUe, Me.

forflSS.

TO 92 POUNDS.

148

see

The Kind· Yon Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his pcrsupervision since its infancy.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,

g
trend that has in it much of comfort to which,
lie gave
those who love their country and depre- cut it off about halfway up.
cate outbreaks between capital and labor. a yell of pain and made a leap back—Cleveland Leader.
ward. Jerry made a brave attempt to
tear his tail free, but Snapper was too
What She Said.
quick foi* lilm. and like a pair of scls"George, dear," she said with a blush, |irs his jaws dosed on his caudal apasked
Mr.
"do you know that
Simpson
pendage and severed It completely.
me last night to be hie wife?1'
"Oh. oil! \\ hat shall we do';" sobbed
The
his
I
like
impudence.
"Well,
down and
idea of proposing to an engaged young both kittens as they sat
looked at their stumps of tails.
lady! What did you say to him?"
"I told him that I was very sorry In"Never mind," said Snapper, crawldeed, but he was too late."
ing up to whe-e they sat. "They're both

go shop-

may use this statement if you

he was startled by loud caterwauls.
lie crawled to where the noise eeem-

a

never

"! have received such peat benefit from
'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters that I want
to tell about It. I am positive that If
people would take more of the True
'L. F.' for general debility and building
up of the system there would be less
sickness and fewer doctor's bills. You
the

winter and was now glad of the chance
to get out and see something. While
he was meditating in his slow fashion
as to the probable crop of spring gnats

or

THF SECRET OP SUCCESS.
Forty million bottles of August
Flower sold in the United States alone
since its introduction! And the demand
for it is still growing. Isn't that a fine
showing of success? Don't it prove that
August Flower has had unfailing success
in the cure of indigestion and dyspepsia
—the two greatest enemies of health and
happiness? Does it not afford the best
evidence that August Flower is a sure
specific for all stomach and intestinal
disorders?—that it has proved itself the
best of all liver regulators? August
Flower has a matchless record of over
thirty-five years in curing the ailing
millione of these distressing complaints
—a success that is becoming wider in its
scoj e every day, at home and abroad, as
the fame of August Flower spreads.
Trial bottles, 25 cents; regular size, 75
cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff &

Slclcn···

Old Mr. Snapper wandered leisurely

out of the pund one bright spring morning and made for the hack yard of the
farmhouse. He had lain in the mud all

indirectly.
Mr. Mitchell's article, widely copied as tvns hanging temptingly over the edge
it will be, addressed to the sober sense of the bloclc.
Snapper grabbed the
of employers and employed generally, hanging tall in his iron jaws.
Recent
should do incalculable good.
"Wow! Kiyl! ΙΊκζ!" yelled Jerry, anil.
action in Chicago an1 elsewhere, by
Making a gigantic leap in the air, he
memviolent
who
unions
labar
punished
I locked the hatchet out of Tom's paws,
bers, and punished them severely, shows
on Tom's luckless tail,
failii
directly

ever.

now in vogue lend themselves admirably
to the various styles and modes.
The hats for the winter will have high
crowns, and the Gainsborough and some
very large models will be worn.
The newer skirts are being cut a trifle
shorter
than
formerly. The instep
length still prevails for street wear, and
trains are relegated to the ball room.
In footwear the newest leathers are
patent colt and patent kid, both of which
are more durable than patent leather.
The newest belts are made of broad
gold, silver and almuinum braids in
tressed patterns with buckles to match.
Royal copper is the latest in metal.
Among the woolen goods there are
some peculiar shades of bright lavender
and dull pinks; in the grays, the leading
shades are of the steel order.
The newest sleeve models show the
leg-o'-mutton and the gigot. There are

the Lee·

are con-

rights,

Silk dresses will reign supreme over
all other costumes, and the soft silk*
b Vm tor Ortr

3.

Dainty

Relieve· Ud StrMgUMoa—<
Stomach, Bowel·, Liver and
Kidney·. The More "L.P."

"L. P."

NOW MR. SNAPPER FIXlB
The STYLES

the strikers. The reverse of the proposition is also true and there never has
been a case in which violence did uot do
harm. The distinguished labor leader
very properly calls attention to the fact
that too often the unlawful and riotous
actions of one or two disaffected strikers
are placed in the limelight of publicity,
while people are apt to forget the law-

No. -OS.—A I'r.ekct of Fruit: Peaches.
On:nw*. P«v«rs. (Jrnnes

β.

■^r

ligious paper with Presbyterian affiliations), takes etrong ground against the
Mr.
use of violence by labor unions.
Mitchell points out that in his wide experience there never has been a case
where riot, disorder, bodily assault, or
physical intimidation aided the cause of

which

Fashion

TIRED OUT?

Çtory Po*

**o»Ks

John Mitchell, president of the United
Mine Workers of America, in an article
published in the Chicago Interior (a re-

no! I
nails, try dipping the fingers after the replies, "Goodliest,
hands are washed into a solution of ping on rainy days."

glycerine to
enough aloes

Littlt

and did not show his face again
the parental roof for over

There are ways and means to dis- Co.
courage the biting of nails in very small
We meet the extravagant woman at
children, but if the habit has been allowed to gain strength for a number of the bargain counter.
"Why do you spend so much money?"
years, one must wait a little longer until
it not be well to lay
pride asserts itself, and the culprit him- we ask. "Would
by something for a rainy day."
self breaks the habit.
a
With
merry gurgle of laughter she
For the very small child who bites the

rumors

>

Parla.

blank-book is an ordinary composition
book, size eight by eight inches, with
heavy cardboard covers, which I have
ruled in pencil. On the left side of each
open page are a debit and credit column,
each ruled for date, description and
amount respectively. On the opposite
side, or page, are as many columns as
there are divisions of expenses, as, for
instance, "Rent," "Groceries and Meats,1'
"Service," "Personal" (this account
should have one or more divisions according to the number of the family),
"Clothing," etc. Above each of these
headings it ie well to write the amount
that can be afforded for such expenditure during the year, which will serve
as a check to extravagance.
At the extreme left-hand side are
entered all items of income, whether
salary, extra earnings, gifts, etc., with
date and amount written in their proper
columns.
The next divieion should
show the date, description and amount
of all expenditures, and each page should
be footed and the amount carried forward until all items for the month are
entered, when the account should be
balanced. On the right hand side, the
amounts paid out are carried over and
set down under the proper headings.
Each of the columns should be footed
in pencil at the bottom of the page
the
and
amounts
carried forward
from month to month, when at the end
of the year the total expenditures in
each division may be seen at a glance.
Thus the housekeeper will be able to tell
at a glance whether the table has
cost her more for the current year than
it did the year previous, and if so may
tind where the difference lies by a glance
through the columns.
and wife
Each night the husband
should each jot down in the small memorandum book all receiDts and disburse! meute, and once a week these items may
be transferred to the larger book. The
whole system will not take an hour a
week, while the gain from such a system
will be at once apparent.
A personal allowance for hueband and
wife should be set aside each week or
month, as the income is received, and
out of these such items as car fare, papers, magazines, flowers, etc., will be
paid. These small items will not, of
course, be entered in the account book,
as the one entry of allowance will cover
all these minor expensee. If she wishes,
the wife may keep a separate account of
her allowance, but it is not by any means
necessary to do so. It ie to be supposed
that her allowance will be large enough
to cover her little needs, whether car
fares, club dues or matinees. To enter
all these expenses would load the account book with much unnecessary lumber and scarcely pay for the labor involved.—Ex.

We Anglo-Saxons are apt to pride ourselves upon being undemonstrative. Max
Adler tells a tale of a boy who was sent
out by bis father to fetch in some wood.
The boy took the opportunity of disap-

D-auut. .M-end.
No. 207.—Geographical Acrostic: Tor·
ijuny. 1. Texas. 2. Ontario. 3. Rouen.
4. Quebec. 5. I'rL (!. Arno. 7. Yang-

2.

Κ
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WHAT'S

To the Hum Clarence IT.vle, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
B. WI tic· IN, of Waterford. In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
-«aid District, respectfully represents, that on
the iftth day of Feb., last past, be was duly adiudged bankruptInd'vldually and as a member
<>f the Urtn of Brlckett Λ Wlgglu under the
Vets of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he bas duly surrendered all his property and
Ights of property, and has fully compiled with
ill the requirements of said Acts and of the
order» of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebt» provable against his estate both Individually and co-partner hip under said bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excep ed
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 3oth day of April. A. P. 1904.
FKED B. WIGGIN,
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The Cool BatWh Way.
(Jerome K. Jerome »u M. A. P.)

kimonos are made of heavy
washable silk in water-lily design with
borders of plain white silk.
Japanese tea gowns are made of embroidered crepes, satin or silk, silk crepe
being the favorite.
Many of the prettieet costumes will be
made of Liberty satin, mesealines and
brilliant taffetas, and small check effects
will be extremely fashionable.
Tight-fitting bodices with puffed
sleeves will be the leading style for
dreesy gowns, and yokes will be as

Congre»· fit., ομμ. City Building,
PORTLAND H.UVE.

CONSTANTLY IN STOCK FOR SALE.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Household Accounts.
After experimenting for several years
with various sorts and conditions of account books and varied and sundry
: methods of bookkeeping, I have found
the following plan to be very successful.
That it will not Qt all cases without some
slight alteration I am perfectly willing
to admit, but its general working
ples may be applied to almost any houseIts requisites are an ordinary, fivecent memorandum cash book, in which
all receipts and disbursements should be

All the fair New EnRland sisters
Well filled pantries have, not small.
Mash when hipe the golden pumpkin
For a pie which pleases all.
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Catalogues sent on application.
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Make the Stomach
time·
Bottles only. Regujr size. SI 00. ho!dln( 2Η
the trial ske. which sells for 30 cents.
ΙΟ,
Prepared by &. 0. DeWITT * CO., Chicago,
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A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney

Indigestion

W. H. Winchester,

topic· of Interwt to the l»dl .·
uormpoadeaoe
U «©Bolted. Addnu: Editor Hokxmauk·
Οοι.ηη», Oxford Democrat, Purl·. MiIm
on

Half This Mao's Sufferings W ould
Have Killed Many a Person,
But Doan's Cured Him.

50 YEARS'
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HOMEHAKERS' COLUMN.
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LISCOMB, Agent,
Franklin
harf,
Portland, Me
NOTICE.

I hereby forbid all persons harboring or
on my actrusting my wife, Georgia French,
count, as I shall pay none of her bill· contracted
after this date.
F. 1 RVIN|KRENC»r
▲ugiut 39,1004..
Andover, Maine
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QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
Dn

without bolts.
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